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4/&6'00'0<! '*/5>! /'6&='/><! )&='/(*(6'! *(7! +(! 4'*6'! &4'/*,+&(0?! X'0&5;,+&(!
"dd`! K#ZZ`M! 6&.45'.'(,0! "$#O! :>! 6*55+()! 1&/! ,-'! '0,*:5+0-.'(,! &1! )5&:*5!
+(7+6*,&/0!,&!.'*0;/'!4/&)/'00!&(!+,0!+.45'.'(,*,+&(?!

p V'%$'0! 2)P#&;! E$+;)'()! &'%! $,@#'$-7!b!X'0&5;,+&(! "d#Z! K#ZZdM! 6*550! 1&/! *(!
'(7! ,&!2+7'04/'*7!6&(15+6,8/'5*,'7!0'F;*5!=+&5'(6'!*(7! 1&/!*66&;(,*:+5+,>! +(!
&/7'/! ,&! '(7! +.4;(+,>?! X'0&5;,+&(! "ddd! K#ZZ`M! 1&6;0'0! &(! 0,/'(),-'(+()!
5'*7'/0-+4<! 'F4'/,+0'! *(7! &,-'/! +(0,+,;,+&(*5! 6*4*6+,+'0! 2+,-+(! ,-'! V(+,'7!
W*,+&(0! *(7! +(!.'.:'/! 0,*,'0! ,&!-'54!4;,! *(! '(7! ,&! 6&(15+6,8/'5*,'7! 0'F;*5!
=+&5'(6'?!X'0&5;,+&(!#"Za! K#Z"$M!'.4-*0+T'0! ,-'!(''7! 1&/!.&/'! 6&(0+0,'(,!
*(7! /+)&/&;0! +(='0,+)*,+&(! *(7! 4/&0'6;,+&(! &1! 0'F;*5! =+&5'(6'! 6/+.'0! *0! *!
6'(,/*5!*04'6,!&1!7','//'(6'<!*(7!;5,+.*,'5>!4/'='(,+&(?!Q,!0,/'00'0!2&.'(30!
4*/,+6+4*,+&(!*0!'00'(,+*5!,&!*(>!4/'='(,+&(!*(7!4/&,'6,+&(!/'04&(0'!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#$!H*4,;/'7!1/&.!VW!C&.'(bA'(7'/!Q00;'0bC&.'(<!C*/<!*(7!^'*6'!
-,,4Bii222?;(+1'.?&/)i)'(7'/q+00;'0i2&.'(q2*/q4'*6'i+(7'F?-,.5!!

!



! "O!

p 5/+E$%)!&'!&((+#'-&W$;$-7!272-),!b!X'0&5;,+&(!"`aZ!K#Z"ZM!.*(7*,'0!,-'!
@'6/',*/>8A'('/*5!,&!5+0,!,-&0'!4*/,+'0!6/'7+:5>!0;04'6,'7!&1!6&..+,,+()!&/!
:'+()!/'04&(0+:5'!1&/!4*,,'/(0!&1!0'F;*5!=+&5'(6'!+(!0+,;*,+&(0!&(!,-'!
H&;(6+530!*)'(7*?!X'5'=*(,!0*(6,+&(0!6&..+,,''0!2+55!:'!:/+'1'7!:>!,-'!
@4'6+*5!X'4/'0'(,*,+='!&1!,-'!@'6/',*/>8A'('/*5!&(!@'F;*5!m+&5'(6'!+(!
H&(15+6,<!*(7!.*>!,*9'!*6,+&(!*)*+(0,!5+0,'7!4*/,+'0?!X'0&5;,+&(!"`aZ!*50&!6*550!
1&/!,-'!'0,*:5+0-.'(,!&1!.&(+,&/+()<!*(*5>0+0<!*(7!/'4&/,+()!*//*()'.'(,0!
04'6+1+6!,&!6&(15+6,8/'5*,'7!0'F;*5!=+&5'(6'?!

&

FG&>%*%0"$&<,,%4#$Q&;%,'$E+1'*&PVWLXS&'*&9'4%*&"*A&7'$1+12"$&7"0+1218"+1'*&
KSTTRO&
!
Q(! #ZZ$<! ,-'! VW! A'('/*5! E00'.:5>! *7&4,'7! X'0&5;,+&(! Odi"N#! &(! C&.'(! *(7!
^&5+,+6*5!^*/,+6+4*,+&(?!S'.:'/!@,*,'0!2'/'!;/)'7!,&!\+.45'.'(,!4&0+,+='!.'*0;/'0!
,-*,!2&;57!*66'5'/*,'!,-'!*6-+'='.'(,!&1!'R;*5+,>!:',2''(!.'(!*(7!2&.'(]!K4*/*!
":M *(7! ,&! 6&;(,'/! \(')*,+='! 0&6+',*5! *,,+,;7'0! *:&;,! 2&.'(30! 6*4*6+,>! ,&!
4*/,+6+4*,'!'R;*55>!+(!,-'!4&5+,+6*5!4/&6'00]!K4*/*!"7M?#N!
!

FG&>%*%0"$&<,,%4#$Q&;%,'$E+1'*&YYWLRT&'*&9'4%*&"*A&7'$1+12"$&7"0+1218"+1'*&
KSTLLO&
!
Q(!#Z""<!,-'!VW!A'('/*5!E00'.:5>!/',;/('7!,&!,-+0!,&4+6!*)*+(<!*7&4,+()!X'0&5;,+&(!
aai"$Z! &(! C&.'(! *(7! ^&5+,+6*5! ^*/,+6+4*,+&(<! 04'6+1+6*55>! *77/'00+()! @,*,'0! +(!
4&5+,+6*5!,/*(0+,+&(!,&!'(0;/'!,-'!'R;*5!4*/,+6+4*,+&(!&1!2&.'(?!
!
BC!")')/&;!F22),W;7!G)2+;#-$+'!OOfI?T!+'!3+,)'!g!5+;$-$(&;!5&/-$($@&-$+'LA!

!
$?!E50&!6*550!;4&(!*55!@,*,'0!,&!*66'5'/*,'!,-'!*6-+'='.'(,!&1!'R;*5+,>!:',2''(!.'(!
*(7!2&.'(<! *(7! +(!*55! 0+,;*,+&(0<! +(65;7+()! +(! 0+,;*,+&(0!&1!4&5+,+6*5! ,/*(0+,+&(0<! ,&!
4/&.&,'! *(7! 4/&,'6,! ,-'! -;.*(! /+)-,0! &1! 2&.'(! 2+,-! /'04'6,! ,&! '()*)+()! +(!
4&5+,+6*5!*6,+=+,+'0<!,*9+()!4*/,!+(!,-'!6&(7;6,!&1!4;:5+6!*11*+/0ok!
!
N?! H*550! ;4&(! @,*,'0! +(! 0+,;*,+&(0! &1! 4&5+,+6*5! ,/*(0+,+&(! ,&! ,*9'! '11'6,+='! 0,'40! ,&!
'(0;/'!,-'!4*/,+6+4*,+&(!&1!2&.'(!&(!'R;*5!,'/.0!2+,-!.'(!+(!*55!4-*0'0!&1!4&5+,+6*5!
/'1&/.<! 1/&.! 7'6+0+&(0! &(! 2-',-'/! ,&! 6*55! 1&/! /'1&/.0! +(! 'F+0,+()! +(0,+,;,+&(0! ,&!
7'6+0+&(0! /')*/7+()! ,/*(0+,+&(*5! )&='/(.'(,0<! ,&! ,-'! 1&/.;5*,+&(! &1! )&='/(.'(,!
4&5+6><!,&!,-'!.'*(0!&1!'5'6,+()!('2!7'.&6/*,+6!)&='/(.'(,0k!
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#N!X'0&5;,+&(!*7&4,'7!:>!,-'!A'('/*5!E00'.:5><!Odi"N#?!C&.'(!*(7!^&5+,+6*5!^*/,+6+4*,+&(<!-,,4Bii7*66'008
7708(>?;(?&/)i7&6iVWJ_HiAIWiWZ$iOZ$i"Zi^JUiWZ$OZ$"Z?471r_4'(I5'.'(,!!
#O!X'0&5;,+&(!*7&4,'7!:>!,-'!A'('/*5!E00'.:5><!aai"$Z?!C&.'(!*(7!^&5+,+6*5!^*/,+6+4*,+&(<!!
-,,4Bii222?;(?&/)i)*i0'*/6-i=+'2q7&6?*04r0>.:&5sEiXI@iaai"$Z!!



! "a!

aK*M?! E50&! ;/)'0! *55! @,*,'0o%&! /'=+'2! ,-'! 7+11'/'(,+*5! +.4*6,! &1! ,-'+/! '5'6,&/*5!
0>0,'.0!&(!,-'!4&5+,+6*5!4*/,+6+4*,+&(!&1!2&.'(!*(7!,-'+/!/'4/'0'(,*,+&(!+(!'5'6,'7!
:&7+'0! *(7! ,&! *7G;0,! &/! /'1&/.! ,-&0'! 0>0,'.0! 2-'/'! *44/&4/+*,'koaK+M! %&!
+(='0,+)*,'!*55')*,+&(0!&1!=+&5'(6'<!*00*;5,!&/!-*/*00.'(,!&1!2&.'(!'5'6,'7!&11+6+*50!
*(7!6*(7+7*,'0!1&/!4&5+,+6*5!&11+6'<!6/'*,'!*(!'(=+/&(.'(,!&1!T'/&!,&5'/*(6'!1&/!0;6-!
&11'(6'0!*(7<!,&!'(0;/'!*66&;(,*:+5+,><!,*9'!*55!*44/&4/+*,'!0,'40!,&!4/&0'6;,'!,-&0'!
/'04&(0+:5'!
!



! "L!

-Z.&FG&=%2E01+Q&)'E*21$&;%,'$E+1'*,&'*&9'4%*I&7%"2%I&"*A&
=%2E01+Q&

S*+(0,/'*.+()!)'(7'/!7;/+()!,+.'0!&1!*/.'7!6&(15+6,!+0!7+11+6;5,!>',!'00'(,+*5!,&!0',!
*!4/'6'7'(,!,&!6&(,+(;'!7;/+()!,-'!,/*(0+,+&(*5!4'/+&7!,&!4'*6'<!/'6&(6+5+*,+&(<!*(7!
7'.&6/*,+6! )&='/(*(6'?! VW@HX! "$#O30! *,,'(,+&(! ,&! ,-'! 4/&,'6,+&(! &1! 2&.'(30!
4->0+6*5! 2'558:'+()! *(7! 5')*5! *(7! 4&5+,+6*5! /+)-,0! /'6&)(+T'0! ,-*,! +1! -*51! ,-'!
4&4;5*,+&(! +0! 'F4'/+'(6+()! =+&5'(6'!&/! 7+06/+.+(*,+&(<! ,-'/'! +0! (&!4'*6'! &/! G;0,+6'!
1&/! *(>&('<! *(7! ,-*,! *6,0! &1! =+&5'(6'! *)*+(0,! 2&.'(! */'! 4/&=&6*,+&(0! ,-*,! 6*(!
,-/'*,'(!4'*6'!*(7!0'6;/+,>!.&/'!2+7'5>?#a!!!!

=E44"0Q&'(&;%,'$E+1'*&LRSP&!"###$"%&
V"&+C(&<Q&B4%"+&1(54)0+%4"P&+C(&.(/01%+2&340"/%)\&
p! V/)'0! .'.:'/! 0,*,'0! ,&! '(0;/'! +(6/'*0'7! /'4/'0'(,*,+&(! &1! 2&.'(! *,! *55!
7'6+0+&(8.*9+()!5'='50?!
p! I(6&;/*)'0! ,-'! @'6/',*/>! A'('/*5! ,&! +.45'.'(,! -+0! 0,/*,')+6! 45*(! &1! *6,+&(!
KEiN`iOdLM! 6*55+()! 1&/! *(! +(6/'*0'! +(! ,-'! 4*/,+6+4*,+&(! &1! 2&.'(! *,! 7'6+0+&(8
.*9+()!5'='50!+(!6&(15+6,!/'0&5;,+&(!*(7!4'*6'!4/&6'00'0?!
p!V/)'0!,-'!@'6/',*/>!A'('/*5!,&!*44&+(,!.&/'!2&.'(!*0!04'6+*5!/'4/'0'(,*,+='0!
*(7!'(=&>0?!
p!V/)'0! ,-'!@'6/',*/>!A'('/*5! ,&!'F4*(7!,-'!/&5'!*(7!6&(,/+:;,+&(0!&1!2&.'(! +(!
VW! 1+'578! :*0'7! &4'/*,+&(0<! +(65;7+()! *.&()! .+5+,*/>! &:0'/='/0<! 6+=+5+*(! 4&5+6'<!
-;.*(!/+)-,0!*(7!-;.*(+,*/+*(!4'/0&(('5?!
p!X'R;'0,0!,-'!@'6/',*/>!A'('/*5!,&!4/&=+7'!,/*+(+()!);+7'5+('0!*(7!.*,'/+*50!&(!
,-'!4/&,'6,+&(<!/+)-,0!*(7!4*/,+6;5*/!(''70!&1!2&.'(?!
p! V/)'0! .'.:'/! 0,*,'0! ,&! +(6/'*0'! ,-'+/! =&5;(,*/>! 1+(*(6+*5<! ,'6-(+6*5! *(7!
5&)+0,+6*5!0;44&/,!1&/!)'(7'/!0'(0+,+='!,/*+(+()!'11&/,0?!
p! H*550! ;4&(! *55! 4*/,+'0! +(! */.'7! 6&(15+6,! ,&! /'04'6,! 1;55>! +(,'/(*,+&(*5! 5*2!
*445+6*:5'!,&!,-'!/+)-,0!*(7!4/&,'6,+&(!&1!2&.'(!*(7!)+/50<!'04'6+*55>!*0!6+=+5+*(0?!
p!H*550!&(!*55!4*/,+'0!,&!*/.'7!6&(15+6,!,&!,*9'!04'6+*5!.'*0;/'0!,&!4/&,'6,!2&.'(!
*(7!)+/50!1/&.!)'(7'/8:*0'7!=+&5'(6'<!4*/,+6;5*/5>!/*4'!*(7!&,-'/!1&/.0!&1!0'F;*5!
*:;0'?!
p! I.4-*0+T'0! ,-'! /'04&(0+:+5+,+'0! &1! *55! 0,*,'0! ,&! 4;,! *(! '(7! ,&! +.4;(+,>! *(7! ,&!
4/&0'6;,'!,-&0'!/'04&(0+:5'!1&/!)'(&6+7'!6/+.'0<!+(65;7+()!,-&0'!/'5*,'7!,&!0'F;*5!
*(7!&,-'/!1&/.0!&1!=+&5'(6'!*)*+(0,!2&.'(!*(7!)+/50?!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#a!C-*,!,-'!C&.'(!@*>B!^*/,+6+4*,+&(!*(7!VW@HX!"$#O<!!E!H*0'!@,;7>!E00'00.'(,!:>!,-'!Q(,'/(*,+&(*5!H+=+5!
@&6+',>!E6,+&(!W',2&/9!KQHEWM!!*(7!!SQ%!H'(,'/!1&/!Q(,'/(*,+&(*5!@,;7+'0<!_6,&:'/!#Z"Z<!4`!
#L!E7=*(6+()!A'(7'/!IR;*5+,>!V0+()!HIJEC!*(7!VW!@'6;/+,>!H&;(6+5!X'0&5;,+&(!"$#OB!%/*+(+()!S&7;5'!1&/!
A'(7'/!IR;*5+,>!E7=&6*,'0<!VWC&.'(<!#ZZa!



! "d!

p!H*550!;4&(!*55!4*/,+'0!,&!*/.'7!6&(15+6,!,&!/'04'6,!,-'!6+=+5+*(!*(7!-;.*(+,*/+*(!
6-*/*6,'/0!&1!/'1;)''!6*.40!*(7!0',,5'.'(,0!2+,-!4*/,+6;5*/!*,,'(,+&(!,&!2&.'(D0!
*(7!)+/50D!04'6+*5!(''70?!
p!Q(=+,'0!,-'!@'6/',*/>!A'('/*5!,&!6*//>!&;,!*!0,;7>!,&!:'!4/'0'(,'7!,&!,-'!@'6;/+,>!
H&;(6+5!&(!,-'!+.4*6,!&1!*/.'7!6&(15+6,!&(!2&.'(!*(7!)+/50<!,-'!/&5'!&1!2&.'(!+(!
4'*6'8:;+57+()<!,-'!)'(7'/!7+.'(0+&(0!&1!4'*6'!4/&6'00'0!*(7!6&(15+6,!/'0&5;,+&(<!
*(7!4/&)/'00!&(!)'(7'/!.*+(0,/'*.+()!,-/&;)-&;,!4'*6'9''4+()!.+00+&(0?!

!
6$,@;$1$)%!E)/2$+'!+1!BC6DG!I?LA4!W7!5&/&0/&@:Q!!
B1(B$1(7&92&+C(&V"+(1"$+%4"$)&>4?("@5&L1%90"(&3("+1(&&&

"? Q(6/'*0'! ,-'! (;.:'/! &1! 2&.'(! *,! 7'6+0+&(8.*9+()! 5'='50! +(! (*,+&(*5<! /')+&(*5! *(7!
+(,'/(*,+&(*5!+(0,+,;,+&(0!+(=&5='7!+(!4/'='(,+()<!.*(*)+()<!*(7!/'0&5=+()!6&(15+6,0?!!

#? Q(6/'*0'! 4*/,+6+4*,+&(! &1! 2&.'(! *,! 7'6+0+&(8.*9+()! 5'='50! +(! 6&(15+6,! /'0&5;,+&(! *(7!
4'*6'!4/&6'00'0?!!

$? ^/&=+7'!2&.'(!6*(7+7*,'0!1/&.!*!/');5*/8;47*,'7<!6'(,/*5+T'7!/&0,'/!1&/!*44&+(,.'(,!
*0!04'6+*5! /'4/'0'(,*,+='0!*(7!'(=&>0! ,&! 1*6+5+,*,'! ,-'!*44&+(,.'(,!&1!.&/'!2&.'(! +(!
,-'0'!4&0+,+&(0?!!

N? IF4*(7! ,-'! (;.:'/0! *(7! /&5'0! &1! 2&.'(! +(! VW! 1+'57! &4'/*,+&(0<! 0;6-! *0! .+5+,*/>!
&:0'/='/0<!6+=+5+*(!4&5+6'<-;.*(!/+)-,0!*(7!-;.*(+,*/+*(!4'/0&(('5?!!

O? I(0;/'!,-*,!*!)'(7'/!6&.4&('(,!+0!+(65;7'7!+(!1+'57!4'*6'9''4+()!&4'/*,+&(0?!!

a? ^/&=+7'! ,/*+(+()! );+7'5+('0! *(7! .*,'/+*50! &(! K"M! ,-'! 4/&,'6,+&(<! /+)-,0<! *(7! (''70! &1!
2&.'(<! K#M! ,-'! +.4&/,*(6'! &1! +(=&5=+()! 2&.'(! +(! 4'*6'9''4+()! *(7! 4'*6'8:;+57+()!
.'*0;/'0<! *(7! K$M! PQmiEQJ@! *2*/'('00! +(! (*,+&(*5! ,/*+(+()! 4/&)/*.0! 1&/! .+5+,*/>!
4&5+6'<!6+=+5+*(!4&5+6'!*(7!6+=+5+*(!4'*6'9''4+()!4'/0&(('5?!!

L? Q(6/'*0'! =&5;(,*/>! 1+(*(6+*5<! ,'6-(+6*5! *(7! 5&)+0,+6*5! 0;44&/,! 1&/! )'(7'/80'(0+,+='!
,/*+(+()?!!

d? E7&4,! *! )'(7'/! 4'/04'6,+='! 2-'(! (')&,+*,+()! n! +.45'.'(,+()! 4'*6'! *)/''.'(,0! +(!
*/'*0!5+9'B!!

! !@4'6+*5! (''70! &1! 2&.'(! *(7! )+/50! 7;/+()! /'4*,/+*,+&(! *(7! /'0',,5'.'(,! *(7! 1&/!
/'-*:+5+,*,+&(<!/'+(,')/*,+&(!*(7!4&0,86&(15+6,!/'6&(0,/;6,+&(?!!

! @;44&/,! 5&6*5! 2&.'(D0! 4'*6'! +(+,+*,+='0! *(7! +(7+)'(&;0! 4/&6'00'0! 1&/! 6&(15+6,!
/'0&5;,+&(!*(7!+(=&5='!2&.'(!+(!*55!&1!,-'!4'*6'!*)/''.'(,!+.45'.'(,*,+&(!.'6-*(+0.0?!!

! !I(0;/'! ,-'! 4/&,'6,+&(! &1! *(7! /'04'6,! 1&/! -;.*(! /+)-,0! &1! 2&.'(! *(7! )+/50<!
4*/,+6;5*/5>!/'5*,+()!,&!,-'!6&(0,+,;,+&(<!'5'6,&/*5!0>0,'.<!,-'!4&5+6'!*(7!G;7+6+*/>?!!

`? X'04'6,! +(,'/(*,+&(*5! 5*2! /')*/7+()! ,-'! /+)-,0! *(7! 4/&,'6,+&(! &1! 2&.'(! *(7! )+/50<!
'04'6+*55>!*0!6+=+5+*(0<!7;/+()!*/.'7!6&(15+6,0?!!

"Z? %*9'! 04'6+*5! .'*0;/'0! ,&! 4/&,'6,! 2&.'(! *(7! )+/50! 1/&.! )'(7'/8:*0'7! =+&5'(6'<!
4*/,+6;5*/5>! /*4'!*(7!&,-'/! 1&/.0!&1! 0'F;*5! *:;0'!*(7!=+&5'(6'! +(! 0+,;*,+&(0!&1! */.'7!
6&(15+6,?!!

""? ^;,! *(! '(7! ,&! +.4;(+,>! *(7! 4/&0'6;,'! ,-&0'! /'04&(0+:5'! 1&/! )'(&6+7'<! 6/+.'0! *)*+(0,!
-;.*(+,><! 2*/! 6/+.'0<+(65;7+()! ,-&0'! /'5*,+()! ,&! 0'F;*5! *(7! &,-'/! =+&5'(6'! *)*+(0,!
2&.'(!*(7!)+/50<!*(7!'F65;7'!,-'0'!6/+.'0!1/&.!*.('0,>!4/&=+0+&(0?!!



! "`!

"#? X'04'6,!,-'!6+=+5+*(!*(7!-;.*(+,*/+*(!6-*/*6,'/!&1!/'1;)''!6*.40!*(7!0',,5'.'(,0!*(7<!
+(!,-'+/!7'0+)(<!,*9'!+(,&!*66&;(,!,-'!4*/,+6;5*/!(''70!&1!2&.'(!*(7!)+/50?!!

"$? H&(0+7'/! ,-'! 7+11'/'(,! (''70! &1! 1'.*5'! *(7! .*5'! 'F86&.:*,*(,0! +(! ,-'! 45*((+()! 1&/!
7+0*/.*.'(,<!7'.&:+5+T*,+&(!*(7!/'+(,')/*,+&(!*(7!,*9'!+(,&!*66&;(,!,-'!(''70!&1!,-'+/!
7'4'(7*(,0?!!

"N? A+='! 6&(0+7'/*,+&(! ,&! ,-'! 4&,'(,+*5! +.4*6,! &1! VW! H-*/,'/! E/,+65'! N"! &(! ,-'! 6+=+5+*(!
4&4;5*,+&(<! 9''4+()! +(! .+(7! *44/&4/+*,'! -;.*(+,*/+*(! 'F'.4,+&(0! *(7! ,-'! 04'6+*5!
(''70!&1!2&.'(?!!

"O? I(0;/'! ,-'!@'6;/+,>!H&;(6+5!.+00+&(0! ,*9'! +(,&!*66&;(,!)'(7'/!6&(0+7'/*,+&(0!*(7! ,-'!
/+)-,0!&1!2&.'(<!+(65;7+()!,-/&;)-!6&(0;5,*,+&(0!2+,-!5&6*5!*(7!+(,'/(*,+&(*5!2&.'(D0!
)/&;40?!!

"a? H&(7;6,!*!0,;7>!&(!K"M!,-'!+.4*6,!&1!*/.'7!6&(15+6,!&(!2&.'(!*(7!)+/50<!K#M!,-'!/&5'!&1!
2&.'(!+(!4'*6'8:;+57+()!*(7!K$M!,-'!)'(7'/!7+.'(0+&(0!&1!4'*6'!4/&6'00'0!*(7!6&(15+6,!
/'0&5;,+&(0?!@;:.+,!,-'!/'0;5,0!,&!,-'!@'6;/+,>!H&;(6+5!*(7!.*9'!,-'!0,;7>!*=*+5*:5'!,&!
*55!VW!S'.:'/!,*,'0?!!

"L? X'4&/,! 4/&)/'00! ,&! ,-'! @'6;/+,>! H&;(6+5! &(! )'(7'/! .*+(80,/'*.+()! ,-/&;)-&;,!
4'*6'9''4+()!.+00+&(0!*(7!*55!&,-'/!*04'6,0!/'5*,+()!,&!2&.'(!*(7!)+/50?!!

!
E7&4,'7!:>!,-'!VW!@'6;/+,>!H&;(6+5!*,!+,0!N#"$,-!.'',+()<!&(!$"!_6,&:'/!#ZZZ?!!
!

FG&=%2E01+Q&)'E*21$&;%,'$E+1'*&LVST!SLTTRU!

@4'6+1+6*55>! 6*550! 1&/! 6/+.+(*5+T*,+&(! &1! 0'F;*5! =+&5'(6'! 6&..+,,'7! 7;/+()! ,+.'0! &1!
2*/?! X'0&5;,+&(! "d#Z! *77'7! 65*;0'0! ,&! "$#O! 5+(9+()! 0'F;*5! =+&5'(6'! *0! *! 0'6;/+,>!
+00;'! /'5*,'7! ,&! /'6&(6+5+*,+&(! *(7! '5+.+(*,+()! 0'F;*5! =+&5'(6'! 6/+.'0! 1/&.!
4/&=+0+&(0! &1! *.('0,>?! Q,! *50&! *7=&6*,'0! 1&/! ,/*+(+()! &1! 4'*6'9''4'/0! /')*/7+()!
)'(7'/!0'(0+,+=+,>!*(7!*.'(7.'(,!&1!4'(*5!6&7'0!,&!5+0,!6/+.'0!*)*+(0,!2&.'(!*(7!
)+/50?! "d#Z! 2*0! ,-'! 1+/0,! @'6;/+,>! H&;(6+5! /'0&5;,+&(! ,&! /'6&)(+T'! 6&(15+6,8/'5*,'7!
0'F;*5! =+&5'(6'! *0! *! ,*6,+6! &1! 2*/1*/'! *(7! *! .*,,'/! &1! +(,'/(*,+&(*5! 4'*6'! *(7!
0'6;/+,><!/'R;+/+()!*!4'*6'9''4+()<!G;0,+6'<!0'/=+6'0!*(7!4'*6'!(')&,+*,+&(!/'04&(0'?!!

FG&=%2E01+Q&)'E*21$&;%,'$E+1'*&LVVV!SLTT^U!

Q,! 1&6;0'0!&(!0,/'(),-'(+()! 5'*7'/0-+4<! 'F4'/,+0'!*(7!&,-'/! +(0,+,;,+&(*5! 6*4*6+,+'0!
2+,-+(! ,-'! V(+,'7! W*,+&(0! *(7! +(! .'.:'/! 0,*,'0! ,&! -'54! 4;,! *(! '(7! ,&! 6&(15+6,8
/'5*,'7!0'F;*5!=+&5'(6'?!@,/'(),-'(0!,&&50!1&/!+.45'.'(,+()!"d#Z!,-/&;)-!*00+)(+()!
-+)-85'='5! 5'*7'/0-+4<! :;+57+()! G;7+6+*5! /'04&(0'! 'F4'/,+0'<! 0,/'(),-'(+()! 0'/=+6'!
4/&=+0+&(<! *(7! :;+57+()! *((;*5! /'4&/,+()! .'6-*(+0.0?! Q,! 7+/'6,0! ,-'! @'6/',*/>!
A'('/*5! ,&! *44&+(,! *! @4'6+*5! X'4/'0'(,*,+='! ,&! 1&6;0! &(! 0'F;*5! =+&5'(6'! +(! */.'7!
6&(15+6,<!,&!7'45&>!*!,'*.!&1!'F4'/,0!1&/!/*4+7!/'04&(0'!2+,-!/')*/7!,&!0+,;*,+&(0!&1!
0'F;*5!=+&5'(6'!+(!*/.'7!6&(15+6,<!*(7!,&!+(65;7'!+00;'0!&1!0'F;*5!=+&5'(6'!&(!^'*6'!
W')&,+*,+&(!*)'(7*0?!
!



! #Z!

FG&=%2E01+Q&)'E*21$&;%,'$E+1'*&LVVM!SLTT^U!

%-+0!6&.45'.'(,0!VW@HX!"$#O!:>!6*55+()!1&/!,-'!'0,*:5+0-.'(,!&1!)5&:*5!+(7+6*,&/0!
,&! .'*0;/'! 4/&)/'00! &(! +,0! +.45'.'(,*,+&(?! E77/'00'0! 2&.'(30! 'F65;0+&(! 1/&.!
'*/5>! /'6&='/>! *(7! 4'*6':;+57+()! *(7! 5*69! &1! *7'R;*,'! 45*((+()! *(7! 1;(7+()! 1&/!
,-'+/!(''70?!E090!1&/!*!0,/*,')>!,&!+(6/'*0'!(;.:'/0!&1!2&.'(!+(!6&(15+6,8/'0&5;,+&(!
7'6+0+&(8.*9+()<! *(7! *090! 1&/! ,&&50! ,&! +.4/&='! +.45'.'(,*,+&(B! +(7+6*,&/0! *(7!
4/&4&0*50!1&/!*!.&(+,&/+()!.'6-*(+0.?!!

FG&=%2E01+Q&)'E*21$&;%,'$E+1'*&LMYT!SLTITU!

X'0&5;,+&(!"`aZ!4/&=+7'0!*(!*66&;(,*:+5+,>!0>0,'.!1&/!*77/'00+()!6&(15+6,8!/'5*,'7!
0'F;*5! =+&5'(6'<! +(65;7+()! :>! 5+0,+()! 4'/4',/*,&/0! *(7! '0,*:5+0-+()! .&(+,&/+()<!
*(*5>0+0<! *(7! /'4&/,+()! *//*()'.'(,0?! Q,! .*(7*,'0! ,-'! @'6/',*/>8A'('/*5! ,&! 5+0,!
,-&0'!4*/,+'0!6/'7+:5>!0;04'6,'7!&1!6&..+,,+()!&/!:'+()!/'04&(0+:5'!1&/!4*,,'/(0!&1!
0'F;*5!=+&5'(6'!+(!0+,;*,+&(0!&(!,-'!H&;(6+530!*)'(7*?!X'5'=*(,!0*(6,+&(0!6&..+,,''0!
2+55! :'! :/+'1'7! :>! ,-'! @4'6+*5! X'4/'0'(,*,+='! &1! ,-'! @'6/',*/>8A'('/*5! &(! @'F;*5!
m+&5'(6'! +(! H&(15+6,<! *(7!.*>! ,*9'! *6,+&(! *)*+(0,! 5+0,'7! 4*/,+'0?! VW@HX! "`aZ! *50&!
6*550! 1&/! ,-'! '0,*:5+0-.'(,! &1! .&(+,&/+()<! *(*5>0+0<! *(7! /'4&/,+()! *//*()'.'(,0!
04'6+1+6!,&!6&(15+6,8/'5*,'7!0'F;*5!=+&5'(6'?!!

FG&=%2E01+Q&)'E*21$&;%,'$E+1'*&SLTY&SLTI?U&

%-+0! /'0&5;,+&(<! \2-+6-! *770! )/'*,'/! &4'/*,+&(*5! 7',*+5! ,&! 4/'=+&;0! /'0&5;,+&(0! &(!
,-+0! ,&4+6<! /'+,'/*,'0! ,-*,! *55! *6,&/0<! +(65;7+()! (&,! &(5>! ,-'! @'6;/+,>! H&;(6+5! *(7!
4*/,+'0!,&!*/.'7!6&(15+6,<!:;,!*55!S'.:'/!@,*,'0!*(7!V(+,'7!W*,+&(0!'(,+,+'0<!.;0,!7&!
.&/'! ,&! +.45'.'(,! 4/'=+&;0!.*(7*,'0! *(7! 6&.:*,! +.4;(+,>! 1&/! ,-'0'! 6/+.'0?]#d 
VW@HX!#"Za!0,/'00'0!,-*,!2&.'(30!4*/,+6+4*,+&(!+0!'00'(,+*5!,&!*(>!4/'='(,+&(!*(7!
4/&,'6,+&(!/'04&(0'?!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#d!@,*,'.'(,!:>!e*90-.+!^;/+<!Q(,'/+.!J+/'6,&/!&1!VW!C&.'(<!c;('!#L<!#Z"$<!
-,,4Bii222?;(2&.'(?&/)i'(i('20i0,&/+'0i#Z"$iai;(82&.'(82'56&.'08,-'8;(*(+.&;08*7&4,+&(8&18
0'6;/+,>86&;(6+58/'0&5;,+&(8#"Zai!!



! #"!

Z.&=+"6%/'$A%0,&('0&-48$%4%*+"+1'*&+/%&LRSP&30"4%5'06!
&
!S*G&/!0,*9'-&57'/0!+(=&5='7!+(!+.45'.'(,+()!,-'!VW@HX!"$#O!*/'!*0!1&55&20B!!

"? A&='/(.'(,0!!K.+(+0,/+'0<!4&5+6'<!.+5+,*/>M!!
#? W*,+&(*5!4*/5+*.'(,!K5')+05*,+='!4&5+6>.*9+()M!!!
$? W*,+&(*5!&.:;70.*(!&/)*(+T*,+&(0!*(7!-;.*(!/+)-,0!:&7+'0!!
N? H+=+5!0&6+',>!&/)*(+T*,+&(0!K4&5+,+6*5!4*/,+'0<!(&(8)&='/(.'(,*5!

&/)*(+T*,+&(0<!;(+&(0M!!!
O? Q(=&5='7!4*/,+'0!!K4*/,+'0!,&!,-'!6&(15+6,M!

;'$%,&'(&+/%&=+"6%/'$A%0,&('0&-48$%4%*+"+1'*&'(&;%,'$E+1'*&LRSP&30"4%5'06!
&

"M!I(-*(6+()!2&.'(D0!4*/,+6+4*,+&(!+(!7'6+0+&(8.*9+()!4&0+,+&(0B!
• I(0;/'! 2&.'(30! *6,+='! *(7! '11'6,+='! +(=&5='.'(,! +(! 7'6+0+&(8.*9+()!

4&0+,+&(0! *,! ,-'! (*,+&(*5! 5'='5! +(! */'*0! &1! '6&(&.+6<! 0&6+*5<! 6;5,;/*5! *(7!
4&5+,+6*5!5+1'!*0!*(!'R;*5!6+,+T'(!,&!:'!-'57!/'04&(0+:5'!'R;*55>!*0!.'(!!

• Q(6/'*0'! /'4/'0'(,*,+&(! *(7! .'*(+()1;5! 4*/,+6+4*,+&(! &1! 2&.'(! +(!
(*,+&(*5!*(7! 5&6*5!)&='/(*(6'<!*0!6+,+T'(0<!'5'6,'7!&11+6+*50!*(7!7'6+0+&(8
.*9'/0?!I(0;/'!,-*,!2&.'(!*/'!*44&+(,'7!&/!,-*,!04'6+*5!.'*0;/'!'(0;/'!
2&.'(30!/'4/'0'(,*,+&(!+(!,/*(0+,+&(*5!)&='/(.'(,!:&7+'0<!6&(0,+,;,+&(*5!
6&..+,,''0<!*(7!H*:+(',!4&0+,+&(0?!

• U;51+55!,-'!@,*,'D0!6&..+,.'(,!,&!+(,'/(*,+&(*5!0,*(7*/70!&1!-;.*(!/+)-,0!
*(7! +,0! *445+6*,+&(! +(! (*,+&(*5! 5')+05*,+&(<! +(65;7+()! ,-'! /*,+1+6*,+&(! &1!
+(,'/(*,+&(*5! 6&(='(,+&(0! /'5*,'7! ,&! -;.*(! /+)-,0<! *(7! 5+1,+()! &1!
/'0'/=*,+&(0!&(!/*,+1+'7!6&(='(,+&(0<!(&,!+(6&(0+0,'(,!2+,-!,-'!4/+(6+45'0!
&1! 7+=+('! 5*2<! *(7! ,-'! /*,+1+6*,+&(! &1! ,-'!E77+,+&(*5! ^/&,&6&50! '04'6+*55>!
,-'!_4,+&(*5!^/&,&6&5!&1!,-'!H&(='(,+&(!&(!,-'!I5+.+(*,+&(!&1!E55!U&/.0!&1!
J+06/+.+(*,+&(!*)*+(0,!C&.'(!

#M!@,/'(),-'(+()!,-'!/&5'!&1!2&.'(!+(!4'*6'9''4+()!*(7!4'*6'8:;+57+()!*(7!6&(15+6,!
4/'='(,+&(B!

• I(*6,! 2&.'(D0! 1;55! 4*/,+6+4*,+&(! *(7! /'4/'0'(,*,+&(! +(! 4'*6'9''4+()!
1&/6'0<!4'*6'!(')&,+*,+&(0<!*(7!4'*6'8:;+57+()!4/&6'00'0?!!

• ^/&.&,'!2&.'(30!4*/,+6+4*,+&(!7;/+()! 6+=+5! 6/+0+0! ,&!-'54! 0;/=+=&/0! *(7!
,-'!+(G;/'7!1/&.!7+0*0,'/0<!*(7!,&!-'54!/'1;)''0!+(!*/.'7!6&(15+6,0?!

• X*+0'!*2*/'('00!*,!*55!5'='50!&(!,-'!+.4&/,*(6'!&1!2&.'(30!/&5'!+(!4'*6'8
:;+57+()<!*(7!&1!,-'!+.4*6,!&1!*/.'7!6&(15+6,!&(!2&.'(!*(7!)+/50?!!

• S*+(0,/'*.! *! )'(7'/! 4'/04'6,+='<! 4/&=+7'! ,/*+(+()! &(! )'(7'/! 'R;*5+,>!
*(7! ,-'! 4/+(6+45'! &1! 'R;*5! &44&/,;(+,+'0! +(! 4'*6'9''4+()! &4'/*,+&(0<! *0!



! ##!

2'55! *0! +(,')/*,+()! )'(7'/! 'R;*5+,>! +(! ,-'! 4/&)/*.0! *(7! (*,+&(*5!
0,/*,')+'0!*(7!/'4&/,0?!!

$M! ^/&,'6,+()! =+6,+.+T'7!2&.'(! *(7! )+/50! 1/&.!7+0*0,'/0<! '.'/)'(6+'0! *(7! */.'7!
6&(15+6,0!*(7!*55!1&/.0!&1!=+&5'(6'k!*(7!'(0;/+()!,-'!4/&,'6,+&(!*(7!4/'0'/=*,+&(!&1!
-;.*(!/+)-,0!&1!2&.'(!*(7!)+/50B!

• ^/'='(,! *55! 9+(70! &1! =+&5'(6'! *)*+(0,!2&.'(! *(7! )+/50<! +(65;7+()! 0'F;*5!
*:;0'<!-;.*(!,/*11+69+()<!*(7!&,-'/!-;.*(!/+)-,0!=+&5*,+&(0?!

• H&.:*,! ,-'! ,/'(70! *(7! (')*,+='! 0&6+',*5! 4*,,'/(0! ,-*,! ,&5'/*,'! =+&5'(6'!
*)*+(0,!2&.'(!*(7!)+/50<!*(7!2-+6-!6&(7&('!&/!G;0,+1>!,-'!4/*6,+6'0?!!

• Q(65;7'!4/&=+0+&(0!*77/'00+()!,-'!04'6+1+6!(''70!*(7!+00;'0!&1!2&.'(!
*(7!)+/50!+(!'*/5>82*/(+()!0>0,'.0!*(7!6&(15+6,!4/'='(,+&(!.'6-*(+0.0!
*(7!,-'+/!+.45'.'(,*,+&(!+0!.&(+,&/'7?!!

• I(-*(6'! ,-'! 0'6;/+,>! &1! 2&.'(! *(7! )+/50! *(7! ,-'+/! 0*1',>! *(7! .'(,*5!
-'*5,-k!4/&=+7'!*66'00! ,&!0'/=+6'0! ,&!0;44&/,! 5+='5+-&&70!*(7!/'04'6,! 1&/!
,-'+/! -;.*(! /+)-,0k! *(7! *77/'00! 4&4;5*,+&(0! 2+,-! 04'6+*5! (''70!
4*/,+6;5*/5>!2&.'(30!(''70!*(7!4->0+6*5!-'*5,-k!+.45'.'(,!0>0,'.0!*(7!
.'6-*(+0.0!1&/!.&(+,&/+()!6*0'0!&1!2&.'(D0!/+)-,0!=+&5*,+&(0?!P&57!,-'!
4'/4',/*,&/0! &1! =+&5'(6'! +(! *55! +,0! 1&/.0! *66&;(,*:5'<! 4*/,+6;5*/5>! ,&!
:*,,'/'7!2&.'(!*(7!)+/50?!!

• P&57!+(,'/(*,+&(*5<!(*,+&(*5!*(7!(&(80,*,'!0'6;/+,>!*6,&/0!*66&;(,*:5'!1&/!
*(>!=+&5*,+&(0!&1!,-'!/+)-,0!&1!2&.'(!*(7!)+/50!+(!5+('!2+,-!+(,'/(*,+&(*5!
0,*(7*/70?!!

• Q(6/'*0'!*66'00!1&/!:*,,'/'7!2&.'(!*(7!)+/50!,&!G;0,+6'?!
• Q(6/'*0'!*66'00!,&!R;*5+,>!'7;6*,+&(!*(7!-'*5,-!1&/!2&.'(!*(7!)+/50!2+,-!

04'6+*5! '.4-*0+0! &(! /'4/&7;6,+='!-'*5,-! *(7!PQm! i!EQJ@<! *(7! 6*//>! &;,!
(*,+&(*5! 4/&)/*.0! ,-*,! 4/&.&,'! *2*/'('00! &1! ,-'! 7+0'*0'?! ^/&.&,'!
,/*+(+()! 4/&)/*.0! 1&/! .+5+,*/>! 4'/0&(('5! *(7! 4&5+6'! &11+6'/0! &(!
4/'='(,+&(!4/&)/*.0!*(7!4/&,'6,+&(!1/&.!+(1'6,+&(!*(7!,&!7'*5!2+,-!,-'!
+(G;/'7?!

NM!H*4*6+,>!:;+57+()<!4*/,('/0-+40!*(7!4/&.&,+()!*(7!7'='5&4+()!6&&4'/*,+&(!*(7!
6&&/7+(*,+&(! :',2''(! )&='/(.'(,*5! *(7! (&(8)&='/(.'(,*5! &/)*(+T*,+&(0! ,&!
'.4&2'/! ,-'+/! /&5'! +(! ,-'! 4/&,'6,+&(! &1! 2&.'(! *(7! )+/50! +(! 6&(15+6,! T&('0! *(7!
/'1;)''!6*.40<!*(7!.&(+,&/+()<!*(7!'=*5;*,+()!,-'!W*,+&(*5!^5*(!1&/!,-'!*6,+=*,+&(!
&1!/'0&5;,+&(!"$#OB!

• @,/'(),-'(! ,-'! 6*4*6+,>! &1! 0,*9'-&57'/0! *(7! ,-&0'! /'04&(0+:5'! 1&/! ,-'!
*7.+(+0,/*,+&(! &1! /'1;)''! 6*.40<! +(! &/7'/! ,&! 4/&=+7'! 4/&,'6,+&(! *(7!
*00+0,*(6'<!,/*+(+()!*(7!6*4*6+,>!:;+57+()!1&/!/'1;)''!)/&;40!,&!:'!*:5'!,&!
45*>!,-'+/!/&5'!+(!6&(,/+:;,+()!,&!,-'!4/&.&,+&(!&1!*!6;5,;/'!&1!4'*6'?!

• Q(! ,-'! +.45'.'(,*,+&(! &1! -;.*(+,*/+*(! '11&/,0<! ,*9'! +(,&! *66&;(,! ,-'!
04'6+1+6!(''70!&1!2&.'(!*(7!)+/50!/'5*,+='!,&!0&6+*5!0'/=+6'0!&11'/'7!*,!*55!



! #$!

5'='50<!'04'6+*55>!+(!,-'!7'0+)(!*(7!6&(0,/;6,+&(!&1!6*.40!1&/!/'1;)''0!*(7!
0;/=+=&/0!&1!,-'!7+0*0,'/!*(7!+(!,-'!4/&=+0+&(!&1!2*,'/!*(7!0*(+,*,+&(?!!

• Q.4/&='!*(7!7'='5&4!,-'!*=*+5*:5'!7*,*!&(!2&.'(!*(7!)+/50<!0'6;/+,>!*(7!
4'*6'?!

• E7&4,! *! 0',! &1! 4&5+6>! .'*0;/'0! ,&! );+7'! *(7! *66'5'/*,'! ,-'!
+.45'.'(,*,+&(!&1!,-'!4/&6'00!&1!7+0*0,'/!/+09!/'7;6,+&(<!:&,-!1&/!2-*,!+0!
+(,'(7'7!,&!*6-+'='!*(7!-&2!,&!*445>?!!
!



! #N!

Z-.&-48'0+"*2%I&=+0%*D+/,I&"*A&9%"6*%,,%,&'(&LRSP&
!
VW!X'0&5;,+&(!"$#O!2*0!*7&4,'7!+(!_6,&:'/!#ZZZ!:>!,-'!VW!@'6;/+,>!H&;(6+5<!2-+6-!
6&(0+0,0! &1! 1+1,''(! 6&;(,/+'0<! ,-'! 1+='! 4'/.*('(,! .'.:'/0! KV(+,'7! @,*,'0<! X;00+*<!
H-+(*<! U/*(6'<! *(7! g/+,*+(M! *(7! ,'(! ,'.4&/*/>! .'.:'/! 6&;(,/+'0?! Q,! 0-&;57! :'!
.'(,+&('7!,-*,!,-'!6&;(,/+'0!4*/,+6+4*,+()!+(!,-'!0'00+&(!,-*,!;(*(+.&;05>!*7&4,'7!
X'0&5;,+&(! "$#O! 2'/'B! E/)'(,+(*<! g*()5*7'0-<! H*(*7*<! c*.*+6*<! S*5*>0+*<! S*5+<!
W*.+:+*<!,-'!W',-'/5*(70<!%;(+0+*<!V9/*+('?!!!&
!

!/%&,+0%*D+/,&"*A&148'0+"*2%&'(&+/%&LRSP&(0"4%5'06&
!!
"M!%-'!+.4&/,*(6'!&1!,-'!7'6+0+&(!0,'.0!1/&.!:'+()!+00;'7!:>!,-'!@'6;/+,>!H&;(6+5<!
2-'/'! ,-'! 7'6+0+&(0! &1! ,-'! @'6;/+,>! H&;(6+5! '0,*:5+0-! *(7! *//*()'! +(,'/(*,+&(*5!
&:5+)*,+&(0! +(! ,'/.0! &1!S'.:'/! @,*,'0!2+,-! 0'/+&;0! *:;0'0?!S'.:'/! @,*,'0! +(! ,-'!
A'('/*5!E00'.:5>!*/'!/'R;+/'7!,&!7'='5&4!(*,+&(*5!45*(0!&(!,-'!4*/,!&1<!*(7!.&(+,&/!
,-'!+.45'.'(,*,+&(!&1!,-'!/'0&5;,+&(!*,!,-'!5'='5!&1! 5&6*5!7','/.+(*(,0<!,-/&;)-!+,0!
04'6+*5+T'7!.+00+&(0!*(7!04/'*7!*55!&='/! ,-'!2&/57<! +(!&/7'/! ,&!4/&=+7'! ,-'!.'*(0!
*(7! .'6-*(+0.0! ,&! *6,+=*,'! ,-'! /'0&5;,+&(! *(7! 1&55&28;4! +.45'.'(,*,+&(?!
!!
#M!VW!X'0&5;,+&(!"$#O! +0! ,-'! 1+/0,!&1! +,0!9+(7! ,&!:'! +00;'7!:>! ,-'!@'6;/+,>!H&;(6+5<!
'(1&/6+()! ,-'!4*/,+6+4*,+&(!&1!2&.'(! +(!7'6+0+&(8.*9+()! 6+/65'0!&1! 0'6;/+,>! 1&/6'0!
*(7!,-'!.+5+,*/><!2-+6-!2+55!7'='5&4!*!('2!(*,;/'!&1!,-'!/&5'0!&1!2&.'(!*(7!5'='50!
&1!,-'+/!4&5+,+6*5!4*/,+6+4*,+&(?!
!!
$M! Q,! +0! *(! ;(4/'6'7'(,'7! 7'6+0+&(! :'6*;0'! &1! ,-'! ,&4+60! 6&='/'7! +(! +,! K4'*6'!
(')&,+*,+&(0<! 0'6;/+,><! /'.&=+()!.+('0<! /'1;)''!6*.40<! /'+(,')/*,+&(<! +(,'/(*,+&(*5!
4'*6'! .+00+&(0! *(7! 4'*6'9''4+()! 1&/6'0<! ',6?M<! *0! 2'55! *0! ,-'! 4/&6'7;/'0<!
.'6-*(+0.0! *(7! 6-*()'0! /'R;+/'7! ,&! +.45'.'(,! +,0! /'6&..'(7*,+&(0?! %-&0'! +(!
,;/(!2+55!5'*7!,&!*(!*.'(7.'(,!+(!,-'!0,/;6,;/'0!*(7!&/)*(+T*,+&(*5!0,/;6,;/'0<!*(7!
,&!*!1;(7*.'(,*5!6-*()'!+(!0&6+*5!+(,'/*6,+&(0!:',2''(!6&(15+6,+()!4*/,+'0?!
!
!!
NM!%-'! &4'/*,+='!4*/*)/*4-0! &1! ,-'! /'0&5;,+&(! 1&6;0! &(!.*+(,'(*(6'! &1! 4'*6'! *(7!
0'6;/+,><!2-+6-!/'R;+/'0!*! 5&()8,'/.!4&5+,+6*5!6&..+,.'(,!*(7!2+55!/'R;+/'!-;.*(!
*(7!.*,'/+*5!/'0&;/6'0?!%-'!H&;(6+5!2+55!*50&!*77/'00!,-'.'0!*(7!,-'+/!*445+6*,+&(0<!
,&!='/+1>!,-'>!*/'!*5+)('7!2+,-!0&6+*5!6-*()'!&(!2&.'(D0!/&5'0!+(!,-'+/!6&..;(+,+'0?!
!
OM!%-'! /'0&5;,+&(! *50&! *77/'00'0! ,-'! +00;'0! &1! 4'*6'<! 2&.'(! *(7! 0'6;/+,>?! %-*,!
.'*(0! ,-+0! /'0&5;,+&(! +0! 5+(9+()! 4&5+,+60<! 1'.+(+0.! *(7! 0&6+',>! +(! 7'*5+()! 2+,-!
(*,+&(*5<!0&6+*5!*(7!7'.&6/*,+6!4/&:5'.0?!
!



! #O!

9%"6*%,,%,&'(&0%,'$E+1'*&LRSP!

!!
!"M!J'04+,'!,-*,!,-'!/'0&5;,+&(!4/&=+7'0!.*(>!&44&/,;(+,+'0!1&/!2&.'(!+(!)'('/*5<!+,!
*77/'00'0!&(5>!S'.:'/!0,*,'0!+(!4'/.*('(,!2*/k!-&2'='/<!'='(!2-'(!+.4&0'7!:>!
,-'!V(+,'7!W*,+&(0<!,-'!/'0&5;,+&(!+0!(&,!*52*>0!'11'6,+='!+(!6*0'0!&1!2*/!*(7!*/.'7!
6&(15+6,?!

#M! Q(! ,-'!.*(7*,&/>! /'0&5;,+&(B! E5,-&;)-! ,-'! +00;*(6'! &1! /'0&5;,+&(! "$#O! :>! ,-'!
@'6;/+,>! H&;(6+5! )+='0! +,! :+(7+()! 1&/6'! &(! ,-'! S'.:'/! @,*,'0! *(7! +0! 6&.4;50&/>!
*66&/7+()! ,&! ,-'!4/'*.:5'k! ,-'! ,'/.0!&1! /'1'/'(6'!6&(,*+('7! ,-'/'+(!*/'!(&,!;4! ,&!
,-'! /'R;+/'7! 5'='5<! 1&/! 'F*.45'! ,-'! /'6&..'(7*,+&(0! &(!4/&,'6,+&(! &1! 6+=+5+*(0! +(!
,+.'0! &1! 2*/! */'! (&,! '(&;)-! ,&! -'54! 2&.'(! *(7! 6-+57/'(! ,&! 5+='! +(! 4'*6'<! &/! ,&!
4/&,'6,! ,-'.!1/&.!,-'!/+090!&1!2*/k! 0;6-!*0! +..+)/*,+&(<! /*4'<! 0'F;*5!'F45&+,*,+&(!
*(7! +.4&='/+0-.'(,<! (&/! 7&'0! +,! );*/*(,''! ,&! +(,'/='('! ,&! 4;,! *(! '(7! ,&! ,-'!
*))/'00&/<!,&!7','/!*))/'00+&(!&/!,&!7'='5&4!,&!,-'!'F,'(,!/'R;+/'7!,&!0,&4!+,k!*(7!+,!
2+55!5'*='!,-'!@'6;/+,>!H&;(6+5!&(5>!+00;+()!/'4&/,0!*(7!6&(7'.(+()!*6,+&(0!+(0,'*7!
&1!'(1&/6+()!,-'!+.45'.'(,*,+&(!&1!*6,;*5!/'0&5;,+&(0?!

!
$M! %-'! /'0&5;,+&(! 7&'0(3,! 6&(,*+(! 65'*/! .'6-*(+0.0! *(7! 06-'7;5'0B!!
!,-'!/'0&5;,+&(!5*690!65'*/!.'6-*(+0.0!*(7!,+.'!,*:5'0!1&/!+.45'.'(,*,+&(!1/&.!,-'!
)&='/(.'(,0!t!.'.:'/!0,*,'0?! !E50&!65'*/!.&(+,&/+()!*(7!'=*5;*,+&(! ,&&50! 1&/! ,-'!
VW!.+00+&(0?!!

U#,+"2$%,&("2%&+/%&148$%4%*+"+1'*&'(&+/%&0%,'$E+1'*&

!!
"M!%-'!0;:G'6,+='! 1*6,&/!&(! ,-'!4'/1&/.*(6'!&1! ,-'!2&.'(D0!.&='.'(,B!!E5,-&;)-!
,-'! 2&.'(D0! .&='.'(,! 6&;57! -*='! -*7! 0+)(+1+6*(,! 4&,'(,+*5! 1&/! 1'.+(+0.! +(! ,-'!
E/*:!/')+&(<! +,!2*0!(&,!;,+5+T'7! 1&/!"$!>'*/0k!,-+0!4;,0! +(,&!R;'0,+&(! ,-'!7'65+('!&1!
4'/1&/.*(6'!&1!2&.'(!5'*7'/0<!*(7!,-'!*:0'(6'!&1!2&.'(30!/&5'!+(!)'('/*5?!

!#M! _66;4*,+&(! /&5'! K4*/,+'0! +(! 6&(15+6,M! ,&! +.4'7'! ,-'! +.45'.'(,*,+&(! &1! ,-'!
/'0&5;,+&(B! X'0&5;,+&(! "$#O<! 2-+6-! 4*00'7! *! ;(*(+.&;0! @'6;/+,>! H&;(6+5! 2+,-&;,!
1*6+()!*!=',&!



! #a!

mQQ?! H-*55'()'0! *(7! _44&/,;(+,+'0! 1&/! C&.'(30! ^&5+,+6*5! ^*/,+6+4*,+&(! +(! H&(15+6,! *(7!
%/*(0+,+&(!

!

8'-/+%#(-$+'!!

!
VW@HX! "$#O! '.4-*0+T'0! ,&! .'.:'/! 0,*,'0! ;(7'/)&+()! 6&(15+6,! *(7! 4&0,86&(15+6,!
0+,;*,+&(0!,&!+(6/'*0'!,-'!(;.:'/!&1!2&.'(!+(!*55!5'='50!&1!7'6+0+&(8.*9+()?!Q,!*50&!
7'.*(70! 1/&.! *55! 9'>! *6,&/0! ,&! ,*9'!.'*0;/'0! ,&! '(0;/'! 4/&,'6,+&(! *(7! /+)-,0! &1!
2&.'(!*(7!)+/50<!'04'6+*55>!,-'+/!5')*5!/+)-,0?!!!
!
%-+0! 6-*4,'/! 2+55! +55;0,/*,'! ,-'! .*+(! 6-*55'()'0! *(7! &44&/,;(+,+'0! 1&/! 2&.'(30!
4&5+,+6*5! 4*/,+6+4*,+&(! +(! ,-'! 1&;/! 0+,;*,+&(0b(+'1;$(-4! '+'[&/,)%! (+'1;$(-4!

-/&'2$-$+'&;!@)/$+%24!&'%!@+2-!(+'1;$(-9!
!
f*/*.*30! /'0'*/6-! ,'*.! +7'(,+1+'7! ,-'0'! 6-*55'()'0! *(7! &44&/,;(+,+'0! +(! &/7'/! ,&!
-'54! +7'(,+1>! ,-'! 0,'40! (''7'7! ,&! '.4&2'/! 2&.'(! +(! 4&5+,+6*5! 4*/,+6+4*,+&(! *(7!
7'6+0+&(8.*9+()!/&5'0!+(!6&(15+6,!*(7!4&0,86&(15+6,<!*0!0,+4;5*,'7!:>!VW@HX!"$#O?!

9'4%*:,&8'$1+12"$&8"0+1218"+1'*&"*A&D%*A%0&8%0,8%2+1H%,&1*&2'*($12+&,1+E"+1'*,&
!
J'04+,'!*55!,-'!=+&5*,+&(0!2&.'(!1*6'!7;/+()!6&(15+6,!0+,;*,+&(0<!2&.'(!-+0,&/+6*55>!
45*>! *! 0+)(+1+6*(,! /&5'! +(! ,-'0'! 0+,;*,+&(0! 2-+6-! +0! 5'*7'/0-+4! 2+,-+(! ,-'+/!
6&..;(+,+'0?! Y',! 2&.'(! */'! 1/'R;'(,5>! (&,! 4*/,! &1! ,-'! 4'*6'! *)'(7*! (&/! ,-'!
7'6+0+&(!.*9+()!4/&6'00!7;/+()!*(7!*1,'/!*/.'7!6&(15+6,?!
!
_('!&1!,-'!6&..&(!1'*,;/'0!&1!4&0,86&(15+6,!/'6&(0,/;6,+&(!+0!,-'!+.45'.'(,*,+&(!&1!
('2!4&5+,+6*5!4/&6'00'0<!0;6-!*0!'5'6,+&(0<!,-'!'0,*:5+0-.'(,!&1!('2!&/!/'6&(1+);/'7!
)&='/(*(6'!0,/;6,;/'0!*(7!,-'!0,/'(),-'(+()!&1!6+=+5!0&6+',>!4*/,+6+4*,+&(!+(!4;:5+6!
5+1'?! I5'6,+&(0! 6*(! 4/&=+7'! 2&.'(! 2+,-! ,-'! 6-*(6'! ,&! 'F4/'00! ('25>! 7'='5&4'7!
4&5+,+6*5!65&;,!&/!6*(!4&0'!*!/+09!,&!*7=*(6'0!.*7'!:>!2&.'(!7;/+()!6&(15+6,!*(7!+,0!
*1,'/.*,-?!
!
%-'! +(-+:+,+&(! *(7! 7'(+*5! &1! 2&.'(30! 4*/,+6+4*,+&(! +0! 7;'! +(! 4*/,! ,&! ,-'! 4/'6+0'!
6-*55'()'0<!/+090<!*(7!,-/'*,0!2&.'(!1*6'!7;/+()!*/.'7!6&(15+6,?!!
!
*M!J;/+()! 0+,;*,+&(0!&1! */.'7! 6&(15+6,<! 0&.'!&1! ,-'! 6-*55'()'0! *(7! ,-/'*,0!2&.'(!
1*6'!*/'!*0!1&55&20B!!
!

*? @4/'*7!&1!'*/5>!.*//+*)'!7;'!,&!1*.+5>!6&(6'/(0!1&/!)+/503!0*1',>!1/&.!
/*4'!

:? Q(6/'*0'!+(!(;.:'/!&1!2+7&20!*(7!&/4-*(0<!/'0;5,+()!+(!*!5&2!
0,*(7*/7!&1!5+=+()?!%-'0'!1*.+5+'0!(''7!0&6+&5&)+6*5!*,,'(,+&(<!.&/'!
*66'00!,&!'7;6*,+&(*5!&44&/,;(+,+'0<!*(7!1&6;0!&(!,-'+/!-'*,-!
6&(7+,+&(0?!



! #L!

6? ^/')(*(,!2&.'(!0;11'/!1/&.!5*69!&1!0-'5,'/0<!2-+6-!6*(!/'0;5,!+(!4&&/!
(;,/+,+&(!

7? Q(,'/(*5!*(7!'F,'/(*5!7+045*6'.'(,!&1!2&.'(!
'? C&.'(!*(7!)+/50<!.'(!*(7!:&>0!*55!1*6'!,-'!/+09!*(7!,-/'*,!&1!:'+()!

9+55'7!*(7!,&/,;/'7?!U&/!2&.'(!*(7!)+/50<!,-'!/+09!&1!:'+()!,&/,;/'7!+0!
&1,'(!)/'*,'/!,-*(!,-'!/+09!&1!:'+()!9+55'7?!E55!2&.'(!*(7!.'(<!)+/50!
*(7!:&>0!'(7;/'!,-'!1/*).'(,*,+&(!&1!0,*,'!+(0,+,;,+&(0!*(7!
1/*).'(,*,+&(!&1!1*.+5+'0?!

1? C&.'(!*(7!)+/50!1*6'!/*4'!*(7!0'F;*5!*:;0'!*0!*!2'*4&(!&1!2*/<!*50&!
1&/6'7!.*//+*)'<!1&/6'7!4/')(*(6><!1&/6'7!*:&/,+&(<!04/'*7!&1!
PQmiEQJ@<!*(7!,-'!;0'!&1!2&.'(!*0!0'F;*5!05*='0!:>!0&57+'/0!2-+6-!
+(6/'*0'!,-'+/!=;5('/*:+5+,>?!

)? J;'!,&!(&(!,/*7+,+&(*5!/&5'0!+(!0;6-!0+,;*,+&(0!2&.'(!*/'!*,!/+09!&1!
.;/7'/!(&,!&(5>!:>!'('.>!1&/6'0!:;,!*50&!1/&.!1/+'(75>!1&/6'0!

-? U/*).'(,*,+&(!&1!0,*,'!+(0,+,;,+&(0<!2-+6-!*11'6,0!,-'!1;/,-'/!
.*/)+(*5+T*,+&(!&1!,-'!/&5'!&1!2&.'(!

+? e')*5!7+06/+.+(*,+&(!*)*+(0,!2&.'(!4/+&/!,&!,-'!6&(15+6,!0+,;*,+&(!
K2'*9!4*/,+6+4*,+&(!&/!5&2!*66'00!,&!)&='/(.'(,*5!:&7+'0M!.*>!
+(6/'*0'!,-'!=+&5*,+&(0!2&.'(!1*6'!+(!6&(15+6,!0+,;*,+&(0!!!

G? e')*5!7+06/+.+(*,+&(!.*>!-+(7'/!,-'!+.45'.'(,*,+&(!&1!+(,'/(*,+&(*5!
.'6-*(+0.0<!*(7!2&.'(!1*6'!7+06/+.+(*,+&(!+(!4;:5+6!5+1'!*(7!
7'6+0+&(8.*9+()!4/&6'00!!

9? e*69!&1!.'7+*!6&='/*)'!!

%-'/'!*/'!6&(0+7'/*:5'!&:0,*65'0!,&!2&.'(30!'F'/6+0'!&1!4&5+,+6*5!'F4/'00+&(!+(!4&0,8
6&(15+6,!'(=+/&(.'(,0<!0,'..+()!1/&.!/'0,/+6,'7!.&:+5+,><!5'00!*66'00!,&!+(1&/.*,+&(!
*(7! '7;6*,+&(<! 5+.+,'7! ,+.'! 7;'! ,&!2&/9! :;/7'(0<! 6;5,;/*5! (&/.0! 7+6,*,+()!.'(30!
6&(,/&5! &='/! 2&.'(30! 7'6+0+&(0! *(7i&/! 6&'/6+&(! *(7! +(,+.+7*,+&(! &1! 1*.+5>!
.'.:'/0!*(7!6&..;(+,+'0?#`!
!
:M!P&2'='/<!7;/+()!6&(15+6,!2&.'(!&1,'(!)*+(!=*5;*:5'!*(7!/'5'=*(,!5'*7'/0-+4!*(7!
&/)*(+T+()!09+550?!Q(!,-'0'!0+,;*,+&(0<!,-'!4BB41+0"%+%(5&2&.'(!1+(7!*/'!*0!1&55&20B!!
!
"?!W')&,+*,+()!.&/'!04*6'!1&/!+(=&5='.'(,!+(!=*/+&;0!*04'6,0!&1!4'*6'!:;+57+()B!

• E00;.+()!5'*7'/0-+4!&/!1&/.*,+&(!&1!6+=+5!0&6+',>!+(+,+*,+='0!7;/+()!,+.'0!&1!
6&(15+6,<!*0!2&.'(!1/'R;'(,5>!*00;.'!5'*7'/0-+4!+(!6&(15+6,8*11'6,'7!
6&..;(+,+'0<!/'1;)''!6*.40<!*(7!1*.+5+'0!7;/+()!2*/,+.'!

• C+,-!9(&25'7)'!&1!,-'!6&..;(+,>!*(7!0&6+*5!1*:/+6<!4/&=+7+()!.*44+()!&1!
5&6*5!*(7!(*,+&(*5!2&.'(30!)/&;40<!6+=+5!0&6+',>!)/&;40<!*(7!6&*5+,+&(0!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#`!E7=*(6+()!A'(7'/!IR;*5+,>!V0+()!HIJEC!*(7!VW!@'6;/+,>!H&;(6+5!X'0&5;,+&(!"$#OB!%/*+(+()!S&7;5'!1&/!
A'(7'/!IR;*5+,>!E7=&6*,'0!KVW!C&.'(<!#ZZaM!



! #d!

• J'='5&4+()!*!2&.'(30!4'*6'!*)'(7*!*(7!*(*5>0+0!&1!/&&,!6*;0'0!&1!,-'!
6&(15+6,<!,&!:'!*77/'00'7!+(!4'*6'!,*590!

• @;))'0,+()!(*.'0!&1!2&.'(!&/!A'(7'/!E7=+0&/0!:'!*44&+(,'7!,&!*(>!
.'7+*,+&(!,'*.!

• S*9+()!'F45+6+,!/'1'/'(6'0!,&!*55!0,*9'-&57'/03!&:5+)*,+&(0!,&!"$#O!!
• H*55+()!1&/!*!"$#O!2&/9+()!)/&;4!&1!VW!/'4/'0'(,*,+='0<!6+=+5!0&6+',><!4&5+,+6*5!

4*/,+'0!

!
!#?!J'='5&4.'(,!&1!>&;,-!)/&;40!,&!5&::>!*(7!*7=&6*,'!1&/!2&.'(30!4&5+,+6*5!
4*/,+6+4*,+&(!!!!!

• ^&5+,+6*5!*(7!0&6+*5!.&='.'(,0<!+(65;7+()!,-'!2&.'(30!.&='.'(,<!'(-*(6'!
>&;,-!6*4*6+,+'0!,-/&;)-!+(=&5=+()!,-'.!+(!=*/+&;0!+(+,+*,+='0!1&/.;5*,'7!:>!
6+=+5!0&6+',>!7;/+()!,+.'0!&1!6&(15+6,<!2-+6-!-'54!+(!)*+(+()!09+550!,-*,!'(*:5'!
,-'.!,&!:'!1;,;/'!5'*7'/0?!

• E,,'(7+()!*(7!4*/,+6+4*,+()!+(!+(,'/(*,+&(*5!.'',+()0!*(7!+(,'/(*,+&(*5!
-;.*(!/+)-,0!.'6-*(+0.0<!-'540!>&;,-!+(!4/&.&,+()!4'*6'!*(7!6&8&4'/*,+&(<!
0&6+*5!4/&)/'00<!+(65;0+&(<!*(7!*2*/'('00!&1!-&2!,&!6/'*,'!'R;*5!
&44&/,;(+,+'0!2+,-!.'(!*(7!,&!,*9'!4*/,!+(!5'*7'/0-+4!4&0+,+&(0!+(!
)&='/(.'(,*5!*(7!(&(8)&='/(.'(,*5!+(0,+,;,+&(0?!

• S'/)+()!2&.'(<!4'*6'<!*(7!0'6;/+,>!2+,-!>&;()!*6,+=+0,03!6&(6'/(0<!*(7!
.'/)+()!>&;()!1'.+(+0,0!2+,-!2+7'/!4'*6'!*(7!7'.&6/*6>!+00;'0<!
0,/'(),-'(0!*!.&/'!+(65;0+='!)/*00/&&,0!:*0'!*(7!0&6+*5!.'7+*!4/'0'(6'?!

• S'',+()0!&(!,-'!/')+&(*5!5'='50!&4'(0!,-'!04*6'!1&/!'F6-*()+()!'F4'/+'(6'0!
*.&()!.*5'!*(7!1'.*5'!>&;,-!1/&.!7+11'/'(,!6&;(,/+'0<!:*69)/&;(70<!*(7!
6;5,;/'0?!

$?!C&.'(30!/'04&(0+:+5+,>!1&/!5'*7'/0-+4!&1!6&..;(+,+'0!*(7!1*.+5+'0<!*(7!2&.'(30!
/&5'!0;44&/,+()!&/!7'.&:+5+T+()!,-'!6&.:*,*(,0!6*(!:'!4*/5*>'7!+(,&!0&6+*5!0;44&/,!
1&/!4;:5+6!5'*7'/0-+4!&/!6*(7+7*6>!:>!2&.'(<!*0!2'55!*0!.*9+()!*!6*0'!1&/!2&.'(30!
/'4/'0'(,*,+&(!+(!4'*6'!(')&,+*,+&(0B!
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(&/.!7;/+()!2*/,+.'?$N!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$$!E7=*(6+()!A'(7'/!IR;*5+,>!V0+()!HIJEC!*(7!VW!@'6;/+,>!H&;(6+5!X'0&5;,+&(!"$#OB!%/*+(+()!S&7;5'!1&/!
A'(7'/!IR;*5+,>!E7=&6*,'0!KVW!C&.'(<!#ZZaM!
$N!E7=*(6+()!A'(7'/!IR;*5+,>!V0+()!HIJEC!*(7!VW!@'6;/+,>!H&;(6+5!X'0&5;,+&(!"$#OB!%/*+(+()!S&7;5'!1&/!
A'(7'/!IR;*5+,>!E7=&6*,'0!KVW!C&.'(<!#ZZaM!



! $$!

E0! ,-'! 0'6;/+,>! 0+,;*,+&(! +0! ;(0,*:5'! +(! ,-'! 6&;(,/><! 2&.'(! 1*6'! ,-/'*,0! ,&! ,-'+/!
4->0+6*5!0'6;/+,>!+(!0;6-!0&6+',+'0?!E!4'/=*0+='!*,.&04-'/'!&1!1'*/!1/&.!:>!&()&+()!
=+&5'(6'<!'04'6+*55>!0'F;*5!=+&5'(6'<!.*>!-+(7'/!2&.'(!1/&.!=&,+()!&/!/;((+()!1&/!
&11+6'?!
!
J','/+&/*,+&(! &1! '6&(&.+6! 6&(7+,+&(! +0! *! .*G&/! 6-*55'()'! 2&.'(! 1*6'0! +(! 0;6-!
0+,;*,+&(0!*0!,-'!/*,'!&1!;('.45&>.'(,!+(6/'*0'0?!!E50&<!2&.'(!*/'!*50&!.&/'!5+9'5>!
,&! :'! 7+045*6'7! 7;/+()! 6&(15+6,0<!2-+6-!.*>!.*9'! +,!.&/'! 7+11+6;5,! 1&/! ,-'.! ,&! :'!
+(65;7'7! &(! ,-'! =&,'/! /')+0,'/! &/! ,&! -*='! *7'R;*,'! *66'00! ,&! =&,'/! /')+0,/*,+&(!
6'(,'/0!&/!4&55+()!0,*,+&(0?!!
!!
Q(! ,-'!6*0'!&1!:'+()!2+7&2'7<!2&.'(!-*='! ,&! 1*6'!(&(! 8,/*7+,+&(*5! /&5'0! +(!2-+6-!
0-'! :'6&.'0! ,-'! -'*7! &1! -&;0'-&57<! 2-+6-! .*9'0! -'/! 4*/,! &/! ,-'! 6'(,'/! &1! ,-'!
7'6+0+&(!.*9+()!4/&6'00!+(!,-'!1*.+5>?!
 
J;/+()!0;6-!0+,;*,+&(0!,-'!4BB41+0"%+%(5&2&.'(!1*6'!*/'!*0!1&55&20B!!
!
"?!S*(>!4&0,!6&(15+6,!6&;(,/+'0!-*='!:''(!'11'6,+='!;0+()!R;&,*0!*(7!/'0'/='7!0'*,0!
,&!'(0;/'!2&.'(30!4&5+,+6*5!4*/,+6+4*,+&(!*0!*!/'0;5,!&1!6&(15+6,!,-*,!)*='!,-'!6-*(6'!
1&/!2&.'(!,&!(')&,+*,'!!!!
!
#?! ! U&/!2&.'(!2-&! ,&&9! &(! (&(8,/*7+,+&(*5! /&5'0! +(! ,-'+/! 1*.+5+'0B! +,! :'6&.'0! *(!
&44&/,;(+,>! ,&! :'! *! 7'6+0+&(! .*9'/?! H+=+5! 0&6+',>! *(7! +(,'/(*,+&(*5! .'6-*(+0.0!
0-&;57!6&(0+7'/!'(0;/+()!.*6-+('/>!,-*,!2+55!4/&.&,'!.&/'!2&.'(!,&!,*9'!,-'!('F,!
0,'4!,&!!4*/,+6+4*,+()!+(!4;:5+6!5+1'!*(7!,-'!4&5+,+6*5!7'6+0+&(8.*9+()!4/&6'00?!!!!
!
$?!S&0,!2&.'(!*0!2'55!*0!>&;,-!*6,+=+0,0!-*='!'F4/'00'7!*(!+(6/'*0'!+(!,-'+/!5'='5!&1!
6&(1+7'(6'!+(!,-'+/!5'*7'/0-+4!09+550!*(7!0,/*,')+6!6&..;(+6*,+&(!09+550!
!
Q(! 4&0,86&(15+6,! 6&(,'F,0<! $Z8NZ! 4'/! 6'(,! &1! -&;0'-&570! */'! 1'.*5'8-'*7'7?! _('!
/'=+'2!&1! 4&0,86&(15+6,! 6&;(,/+'0! 1&;(7! ,-*,! \+(!E()&5*<!f&0&=&<!S&T*.:+R;'<! *(7!
@&.*5+*<! 7;'! ,&! ,-'! )/'*,! (;.:'/! &1!.'(!2-&!2'/'! 9+55'7<!2+7&20!(&2!.*9'!;4!
.&/'!,-*(!-*51!&1!,-'!4&4;5*,+&(!&1!*55!*7;5,!2&.'(?!U'.*5'8-'*7'7!-&;0'-&570!*/'!
*00&6+*,'7! 2+,-! 4&='/,>! *(7! 0;:0,*(,+*5! ,+.'8:;/7'(0! &(! ,-'! 1'.*5'! -'*7! &1!
-&;0'-&57<!5+.+,+()!,+.'!1&/!'()*)'.'(,!+(!4;:5+6!7'6+0+&(8.*9+()!*(7!)&='/(*(6'!
/'1&/.0?!Q(!*77+,+&(!,&!,-'!+(6/'*0'7!6*/'!:;/7'(0!+(!4&0,!6&(15+6,!0+,;*,+&(0<!2&.'(!
&1,'(! 0;11'/! 1/&.!2'*9! 1;(7*.'(,*5! 6+,+T'(0-+4! /+)-,0<!2-+6-! 6*(! 6&.4&;(7! ,-'+/!
7+11+6;5,+'0<!'04'6+*55>!1&/!1'.*5'8-'*7'7!-&;0'-&570?!C&.'(!.*>!(&,<!1&/!'F*.45'<!
:'!*:5'!,&!K7'!1*6,&!&/!7'!G;/'M!*66'00!1*.+5>!5*(7!&/!4/&4'/,>!1/&.!*!-;0:*(7!2-&!+0!
.+00+()!&/!2*0!9+55'7!7;/+()!,-'!6&(15+6,<!2-+6-!4;,0!2&.'(!-'*70!&1!-&;0'-&570!*,!
*! 0+)(+1+6*(,! 7+0*7=*(,*)'! 2-'(! 0''9+()! ,&! /':;+57! 5+='5+-&&7! 0'6;/+,>! +(! ,-'!
*1,'/.*,-!&1!6&(15+6,?]$O!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$O!A'(7'/!*(7!^&0,!H&(15+6,!A&='/(*(6'B!V(7'/0,*(7+()!,-'!H-*55'()'0<!VWC&.'(<!#Z"#!
-,,4Bii222?;(2&.'(?&/)iui.'7+*iP'*7R;*/,'/0iS'7+*i^;:5+6*,+&(0i'(iZOHA'(7'/*(7^&0,H&(15+6,A&='/(
*(6'?471!!



! $N!

!

<88$Q1*D&+/%&=+"*A"0A,&

VW@HX"$#O! 6*550! 1&/! +(6/'*0+()! 2&.'(30! 4*/,+6+4*,+&(! +(! 7'6+0+&(8.*9+()! *,! ,-'!
(*,+&(*5!5'='5!*(7!,-'!+(6&/4&/*,+&(!&1!*!)'(7'/!4'/04'6,+='<!+(65;7+()!.'*0;/'0!1&/!
,-'! 4/&,'6,+&(! &1! *(7! /'04'6,! 1&/!2&.'(30! -;.*(! /+)-,0! 6&(6'/(+()! ,-'! '5'6,&/*5!
4/&6'00!+(!,-'!+.45'.'(,*,+&(!&1!4'*6'!*)/''.'(,0?!
!
%-'0'!6&..+,.'(,0!-*='!1*/8/'*6-+()!+.45+6*,+&(0<!2-+6-!*/'!*77/'00'7!+(!HIJEC?!
HIJEC! *50&! 7',*+50! ,-'! (;.'/&;0! 0,'40! ,-*,! */'! (''7'7! +(! ,-'! */'*! &1! 2&.'(30!
'R;*5!4*/,+6+4*,+&(!+(!4&5+,+6*5!*(7!4;:5+6!5+1'!+(!&/7'/!,&!'(0;/'!,-'+/!'(G&>.'(,!&1!
,-'0'!/+)-,0!+(!4/*6,+6'!t!*,!:&,-!,-'!(*,+&(*5!*(7!5&6*5!5'='5?!Q,!1;/,-'/!04'6+1+'0!,-'!
.'6-*(+0.0! (''7'7! ,&! '(0;/'! ,-'! +(6&/4&/*,+&(! &1! *! )'(7'/! 4'/04'6,+='! +(! *55!
*04'6,0!&1!)&='/(.'(,!4&5+6>!*(7!4/&)/*..+()?$a!
!
VW@HX!"$#O!.*(7*,'0!,&!*55!S'.:'/!@,*,'0B!
• Q(6&/4&/*,'!*!)'(7'/!4'/04'6,+='<!+(65;7+()!.'*0;/'0!1&/!,-'!4/&,'6,+&(!&1!*(7!

/'04'6,!1&/!2&.'(30!-;.*(!/+)-,0!6&(6'/(+()!,-'!'5'6,&/*5!0>0,'.!+(!,-'!
+.45'.'(,*,+&(!&1!4'*6'!*)/''.'(,0!K^*/*?!d!K6MM?!

!

• Q(6/'*0'!2&.'(30!4*/,+6+4*,+&(!+(!7'6+0+&(8.*9+()!+(!,-'!+(0,+,;,+&(0!*(7!
.'6-*(+0.0!&1!6&(15+6,!/'0&5;,+&(!*,!,-'!(*,+&(*5!5'='5!K^*/*?!"M?!

!
Q,! +0! +.4&/,*(,!,&!-+)-5+)-,!,-*,!VW@HX!"$#O!/'*00;/'0!,-'!4/&,'6,+&(!.'6-*(+0.0!
&1!2&.'(!+(!0;6-!0+,;*,+&(0?!!!

"? ^*/,+6+4*,+&(!&1!2&.'(!+(!6&(15+6,!4/'='(,+&(!*(7!,/>+()!,&!1+(7!0&5;,+&(0!,&!
4/'='(,!,-'!6&(15+6,!!

#? f'>!*6,&/0!+(!,-'!4'*6'!:;+57+()!4/&6'00<!*(7!.*+(,*+(+()!0;6-!*!4/&6'00M!
$? I.4-*0+T'!,&!*55!9'>!*6,&/0!&(!,-'!+.4&/,*(6'!&1!.*+(0,/'*.+()!)'(7'/!*(7!

2&.'(30!4&5+,+6*5!4*/,+6+4*,+&(!+(!*55!*04'6,0!&1!4'*6'!:;+57+()!!
!
!
C-+5'!VW@HX!"dd`!/'*00;/'7!,-'!1&55&2+()B!!

"? I.4-*0+T'!2&.'(30!/&5'!+(!,-'!4'*6'!4/&6'00!*(7!1+);/+()!,-'!+(7+6*,&/0!,&!
.'*0;/'!,-'!4/&)/'00+='!+(!,-'!+.45'.'(,*,+&(!&1!"$#O!

!
E55!0,*,'0!,-*,!*/'!0+)(*,&/>!,&!HIJEC!*/'!&:5+)'7!,&!1;51+55!,-'!1&55&2+()B!
• A;*/*(,''!2&.'(!,-'!/+)-,!,&!=&,'! +(!*55!'5'6,+&(0!*(7!4;:5+6!/'1'/'(7*!*(7!,&!

:'!'5+)+:5'!1&/!'5'6,+&(!,&!*55!4;:5+65>!'5'6,'7!:&7+'0!KE/,?!LK*MM?!
!
• V0'! ,'.4&/*/>! 04'6+*5! .'*0;/'0! K0',,+()! (;.'/+6*5! )&*50! &/! R;&,*0! *(7!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$a!E7=*(6+()!A'(7'/!IR;*5+,>!V0+()!HIJEC!*(7!VW!@'6;/+,>!H&;(6+5!X'0&5;,+&(!"$#OB!%/*+(+()!S&7;5'!1&/!
A'(7'/!IR;*5+,>!E7=&6*,'0!KVW!C&.'(<!#ZZaM!



! $O!

4/&=+7+()! 1+(*(6+*5! *00+0,*(6'<! 04'6+*5! /'6/;+,.'(,! 06-'.'0! *(7! ,/*+(+()! ,&!
2&.'(! 6*(7+7*,'0M! ,&! '(0;/'! *(! +(6/'*0'! ,&! 6/+,+6*5! .*00! +(! 2&.'(30!
4*/,+6+4*,+&(!KA'(?!X'6?!#$M?!

!
• I(0;/'! 2&.'(30! /+)-,! ,&! 4*/,+6+4*,'! +(! (&(8)&='/(.'(,*5! &/)*(+T*,+&(0! *(7!

*00&6+*,+&(0!6&(6'/('7!2+,-!4;:5+6!5+1'<!+(65;7+()!,-/&;)-!+(6'(,+='0!,&!4&5+,+6*5!
4*/,+'0! ,&!'(0;/'!2&.'(30!4*/,+6+4*,+&(! +(! ,-'+/!0,/;6,;/'0!KE/,?!LK6MiA'(?!X'6?!
#$M?!

!
• I(0;/'!2&.'(30!/+)-,!,&!4*/,+6+4*,'!+(!,-'!1&/.;5*,+&(!&1!)&='/(.'(,!4&5+6>!*(7!

+,0! +.45'.'(,*,+&(! *(7! ,&! -&57! *55! 1&/.0! &1! 4;:5+6! &11+6'! KE/,?! LK:MM<! +(65;7+()!
,-/&;)-! *44&+(,.'(,! &1! 2&.'(<! 2-'/'! +(! )&='/(.'(,! 6&(,/&5<! ,&! 0'(+&/!
4&0+,+&(0<!+(65;7+()!+(!,/*7+,+&(*55>!.*5'8!7&.+(*,'7!1+'570!KA'(?!X'6?!#$M?!

!
• I0,*:5+0-! &/! 0,/'(),-'(! *! (*,+&(*5! 2&.'(30! .*6-+('/><! +(65;7+()! +(0,+,;,+&(0!

*(7! 4/&6'7;/'0<! ,&! 4/&=+7'! *7=+6'! &(! ,-'! +.4*6,! &(! 2&.'(! &1! )&='/(.'(,!
4&5+6+'0<!.&(+,&/!,-'!0+,;*,+&(!&1!2&.'(!*(7!1&/.;5*,'!4&5+6+'0!*(7!0,/*,')+'0!,&!
'5+.+(*,'!7+06/+.+(*,+&(!KA'(?!X'6?!aM?!

!
• ^5*6'! 2&.'(30! .*6-+('/>! *,! *! -+)-! 5'='5! &1! )&='/(.'(,! *(7! 4/&=+7'! 2+,-!

*7'R;*,'!/'0&;/6'0<!6&..+,.'(,!*(7!*;,-&/+,>!KA'(?!X'6?!aM?!
!
• @;44&/,!)'(7'/!.*+(0,/'*.+()!,-/&;)-&;,!)&='/(.'(,!7'4*/,.'(,0!KA'(?!X'6?!

aM?!

J;'!,&!,-'!+(6/'*0'!&1!0'F;*5!=+&5'(6'!+(!6&(15+6,!0+,;*,+&(0!*(7!+,0!+.4*6,!&(!4'*6'!
:;+57+()!*(7!2&.'(30!4&5+,+6*5!4*/,+6+4*,+&(<!*!VWPHX!/'0&5;,+&(!"d#Z!2*0!*7&4,'7!
,&!5+(9!0'F;*5!=+&5'(6'!,&!0'6;/+,>!*(7!4'*6'<!*(7!-+)-5+)-,'7!,-'!0'F;*5!=+&5'(6'!+0!
6&(0+7'/'7!*!6/+.'!*)*+(0,!-;.*(+,>?!%-+0!/'0&5;,+&(!04'6+1+'0!,-*,!*55!9'>!*6,&/0!&1!
*/.'7! 6&(15+6,! ,*9'! ,-'! (''7'7! .'*0;/'0! ,&! 4/&,'6,! ,-'! 6+=+5+*(0! 1/&.! 0'F;*5!
=+&5'(6'<!+(65;7+()!,-'!,/*+(+()!&1!,/&&40?!!
!
Q(! *! 1&55&2! ;4! ,&! ,-'! VW@HX! "d#Z<! VW@HX! "ddd! 2*0! *7&4,'7! ,&! '.4-*0+T'! ,-'!
+.4&/,*(6'!&1!,-'!4/&,'6,+&(!&1!2&.'(!*(7!6-+57/'(!1/&.!0'F;*5!=+&5'(6'!+(!*/.'7!
6&(15+6,?!Q,!7+/'6,0!,-'!@'6/',*/>!A'('/*5!,&!*44&+(,!*!@4'6+*5!X'4/'0'(,*,+='!,&!1&6;0!
,-'!,&4+6<!,&!7'45&>!*!,'*.!&1!'F4'/,0!1&/!/*4+7!/'04&(0'!2+,-!/')*/7!,&!0+,;*,+&(0!&1!
0'F;*5!=+&5'(6'!+(!*/.'7!6&(15+6,<!*(7!,&!+(65;7'!+00;'0!&1!0'F;*5!=+&5'(6'!&(!^'*6'!
W')&,+*,+&(!*)'(7*0?!
  

;%2'44%*A"+1'*,&
!
Q(6/'*0+()! 2&.'(30! /'4/'0'(,*,+&(! *(7! 4&5+,+6*5! 4*/,+6+4*,+&(! +(! ,-'! 6&(15+6,! *(7!
4&0,86&(15+6,!4'/+&70!+(!,-'!E/*:!0,*,'0!2+55!/'R;+/'!*7=*(6'.'(,!+(!2&.'(30!&(()22!
,&! 7'6+0+&(8.*9+()! /&5'0<! @/)2)'()! +(! 4&5+,+6*5! :&7+'0<! *(7! $'1;#)'()! &(!
4&5+6>.*9+()<!6+=+5!0&6+',><!*(7!,-'!0,*,'?!



! $a!

!
E0!4'/!VW!C&.'(<!,-'!9'>!4/+(6+45'0!,&!'(0;/'!2&.'(30!4&5+,+6*5!4*/,+6+4*,+&(!*(7!
)'(7'/!4'/04'6,+='0! +(!6&(15+6,! 0+,;*,+&(0<! +(!4&0,86&(15+6,! 0+,;*,+&(0<! +(!(&(8*/.'7!
6&(15+6,!0+,;*,+&(0!*(7!+(!4&5+,+6*5!,/*(0+,+&(0<!+(65;7'B!"!!!
!

#$ %&'()*+,)**+-&.+,-/)+*0*12/3&'+,3)+435*&!+
6$ %&13()-7*+830/2/1-0+8-)2/*'+23+-..)*''+7*&.*)+*9(-0/2:+
!$ ;(883)2+435*&<'+1/=/0+'31/*2:++
>$ ?(/0.+-113(&2-@/0/2:+,3)+435*&<'+)/7A2'+/&+8(@0/1+/&'2/2(2/3&'+
B$ %&A-&1*+830/1:C5-D/&7+-&.+3=*)'/7A2+1-8-1/2:+3,+435*&+/&+8(@0/1+3,,/1*+++
a? E)3532*+7*&.*)+F('2/1*!

g*0'7!&(!&;/!/'0'*/6-<!,-'!f*/*.*!,'*.!*50&!/'6&..'(70!,-'!1&55&2+()B!!
!
8'!-/&'2$-$+'!@)/$+%2B!!!
^/&=+7'! ,-'! 'R;*5! /'4/'0'(,*,+&(! &1! 2&.'(! +(! ,/*(0+,+&(*5! )&='/(.'(,! *(7!
6&(0,+,;,+&(*5! /'1&/.! :&7+'0<! +(! &/7'/! ,&! '(0;/'! ,-'! +.4&/,*(6'! &1! 2&.'(! /+)-,0!
*(7!)'(7'/!'R;*5+,>!?!
!

8'!(+'1;$(-!&'%!@+2-!(+'1;$(-!2$-#&-$+'2B!!!
"? %-'!4/'0'(6'!&1!.*6-+('/>! ,&!*00;/'!2&.'(30!4&5+,+6*5!4*/,+6+4*,+&(! +(! ,-'!

(*,+&(*5!)&='/(.'(,<!4*/5+*.'(,<!*(7!7+0,/+6,!6&;(6+50!
#? !!I.4&2'/+()!2&.'(!'6&(&.+6*55>!!!
$? ^/&,'6,!2&.'(!1/&.!,-'!5*69!&1!0'6;/+,>!!
N? !C&/9! ! 2+,-! 2&.'(! 2-&! */'! 0;11'/+()! 1/&.! ,/*;.*b=+6,+.0! &1! /*4'! *(7!

0'F;*5!-*/*00.'(,!!

8'E+>)!BC6DG!I?LA!&'%!DV*F3!&'%!(&;;!#@+'!-:)!2-&-)!-+!,))-!-:)2)!0+&;2B$d!
!
VW@HX!"$#O!
• Q.45'.'(,!.'*0;/'0!,-*,!'(0;/'!4/&,'6,+&(!&1!*(7!/'04'6,!1&/!2&.'(30!-;.*(!

/+)-,0!*0!,-'>!/'5*,'!,&!,-'!6&(0,+,;,+&(<!,-'!4&5+6'!*(7!,-'!G;7+6+*/>!K^*/*?!dK6MM?!
!
• I(0;/'! 2&.'(30! +(=&5='.'(,! +(! .'6-*(+0.0! 7'='5&4'7! *0! *! 4*/,! &1! 4'*6'!

*)/''.'(,0K^*/*?!dK:MM?!
!
• I(7! +.4;(+,>! *(7! 4/&0'6;,'! ,-&0'! /'04&(0+:5'! 1&/! )'(&6+7'<! 6/+.'0! *)*+(0,!

-;.*(+,>! *(7!2*/! 6/+.'0<! +(65;7+()! 0'F;*5! *(7! &,-'/! =+&5'(6'! *)*+(0,!2&.'(!
*(7!)+/50!K^*/*?!""M?!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$L!I5'.'(,0!&1!C&.'(30!I11'6,+='!^&5+,+6*5!!^*/,+6+4*,+&(<!VW!C&.'(<!S*>!#Z""!!
$d!E7=*(6+()!A'(7'/!IR;*5+,>!V0+()!HIJEC!*(7!VW!@'6;/+,>!H&;(6+5!X'0&5;,+&(!"$#OB!%/*+(+()!S&7;5'!1&/!
A'(7'/!IR;*5+,>!E7=&6*,'0<!VW!C&.'(<!#ZZa!



! $L!

HIJEC!
• I.:&7>! ,-'! 4/+(6+45'! &1! ,-'! 'R;*5+,>! &1! .'(! *(7! 2&.'(! +(! (*,+&(*5!
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Conflict—Based on Karamaʼs research, conflict is usually defined as a situation of war. However, 
according to the changes occurring in the Arab countries and the new challenges women are 
facing, we recommend widening the definition to include transition period non conflict situations 
and non armed conflict situations. 
 
Culture of peace—Defined by the 1998 UN Resolution and 1999 Programme of Action adopted 
by the UN General Assembly, a ʻculture of peaceʼ is an integral approach to preventing violence 
and violent conflicts, and an alternative to the culture of war and violence based on education for 
peace, the promotion of sustainable economic and social development, respect for human rights, 
equality between women and men, democratic participation, tolerance, the free flow of 
information and disarmament.  The eight points ("education for peace, the promotion of 
sustainable economic and social development, respect for human rights, equality between 
women and men, democratic participation, tolerance, the free flow of information and 
disarmament”) are the eight points adopted in the Programme of Action.39  
 
Discrimination against women—Article 1 of the Convention for the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination Against Women (1979) defines discrimnation against women as “any distinction, 
exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing or 
nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of their marital status, on 
a basis of equality of men and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, 
economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field.”40 
 
Empowerment of women—The UN Women OSAGI states that the empowerment of women 
“concerns women gaining power and control over their own lives. It involves awareness-raising, 
building self-confidence, expansion of choices, increased access to and control over resources 
and actions to transform the structures and institutions which reinforce and perpetuate gender 
discrimination and inequality. The process of empowerment is as important as the goal. 
Empowerment comes from within; women empower themselves. Inputs to promote the 
empowerment of women should facilitate womenʼs articulation of their needs and priorities and a 
more active role in promoting these interests and needs. Empowerment of women cannot be 
achieved in a vacuum; men must be brought along in the process of change. Empowerment 
should not be seen as a zero-sum game where gains for women automatically imply losses for 
men. Increasing womenʼs power in empowerment strategies does not refer to power over, or 
controlling forms of power, but rather to alternative forms of power: power to; power with and 
power from within which focus on utilizing individual and collective strengths to work towards 
common goals without coercion or domination.”41 
 
Gender-based violence—Gender-based violence is “violence that is directed against a woman 
because she is a woman, or violence that affects women disproportionately” (CEDAW General 
Recommendation No. 19, para 7). The UN Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against 
Women, Article 1, elaborates further, stating that violence against women “means any act of 
gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual or mental harm or 
suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, 
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whether occurring in public or in private life." In 1995, the UN expanded the definition to include: 
violations of the rights of women in situations of armed conflict, including systematic rape, sexual 
slavery and forced pregnancy; forced sterilization, forced abortion, coerced or forced use of 
contraceptives; prenatal sex selection and female infanticide. Finally, General Assembly 
Resolution 58/147 on the Elimination of Domestic Violence against Women recognized that 
“domestic violence can include economic deprivation and isolation, and that such conduct may 
cause imminent harm to the safety, health, or well-being of women.” 
 
Gender equality—The UN Women Office of the Special Advisor on Gender Issues defines 
gender equality as the following: “Equality between men and women refers to the equal rights, 
responsibilities and opportunities of women and men and girls and boys. Equality does not mean 
that women and men will become the same but that womenʼs and menʼs rights, responsibilities 
and opportunities will not depend on whether they are born male or female. Gender equality 
implies that the interests, needs and priorities of both women and men are taken into 
consideration, recognizing the diversity of different groups of women and men. Gender equality is 
not a womenʼs issue but should concern and fully engage men as well as women. Equality 
between women and men is seen both as a human rights issue and as a precondition for, and 
indicator of, sustainable people-centered development.”42 Gender equality means an equal 
visibility, empowerment and participation of women and men in all spheres of public and private 
life. It is an integral part of human rights and it aims to promote the full participation of women and 
men in society.43 
 
Gender-responsive governance—The management of public affairs in a manner that 
addresses the social relations that undermine womenʼs capacity to participate in public decisions 
and responds to gender biases and patterns of exclusion. Womenʼs inclusion in oversight 
processes and advancing womenʼs human rights is a key standard against which the 
performance of officials should be assessed.44 
 
Gender-responsive governance reforms—Reforms that lead to greater accountability to 
women by ensuring that institutions respond more effectively to womenʼs needs and priorities, in 
particular improving their access to livelihoods and citizenship rights, and require and produce 
more participation by both women elites and grassroots.45  
 
Governance—The exercise of economic, political and administrative authority to manage a 
countryʼs affairs at all levels, it comprises the mechanisms, processes, and institutions through 
which citizens and groups articulate their interest, exercise their legal rights, meet their obligations 
and mediate their differences.46 
 
Human security—According to the UNDP, human security represents an effort to re-
conceptualize security in a fundamental manner. It is primarily an analytical tool that focuses on 
ensuring security for the individual, not the state. Exploring options aimed at mitigating threats to 
the insecurity of individuals thus becomes a central goal of policy recommendations and actions. 
In line with the expanded definition of human security, the causes of insecurity are subsequently 
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broadened to include threats to socio-economic and political conditions, food, health, and 
environmental, community and personal safety. Policy initiatives generated through the 
application of the human security framework have incorporated considerations far beyond the 
traditional focus on military force, greatly reducing the emphasis on armies, if not replacing them 
altogether. Human security is therefore: 1) people-centered, 2) multidimensional, and 3) 
interconnected universal.47 
 
Political participation—From the UN Women OSAGIʼs publication on women, peace, and 
security: “Political participation derives from the freedom to speak out, assemble and associate; 
the ability to take part in the conduct of public affairs; and the opportunity to register as a 
candidate, to campaign, to be elected and to hold office at all levels of government. Under 
international standards, men and women have an equal right to participate fully in all aspects of 
the political process. In practice, however, it is often harder for women to exercise this right. In 
post-conflict countries there are frequently extra barriers to womenʼs participation, and special 
care is required to ensure their rights are respected in this regard…Political participation extends 
beyond political parties. Women can become involved in certain aspects of the electoral process 
through independent action—particularly at the local level—and by joining civil society 
organizations. Some women in post-conflict countries have gained political experience by 
participating in non-elected transitional assemblies. Womenʼs networks, trade unions, non-
governmental organizations, and the media can all provide avenues for womenʼs political 
participation.”48 
 
Track I diplomacy—Official discussions typically involving high-level political and military leaders 
and focusing on cease-fires, peace talks, and treaties and other agreements.49 
 
Track II diplomacy—Unofficial dialogue and problem-solving activities aimed at building 
relationships and encouraging new thinking that can inform the official process. Track 2 activities 
typically involve influential academic, religious, and NGO leaders and other civil society actors 
who can interact more freely than high-ranking officials. Some analysts use the term track 1.5 to 
denote a situation in which official and non-official actors work together to resolve conflicts.50 
 
Track III diplomacy: People-to-people diplomacy undertaken by individuals and private groups to 
encourage interaction and understanding between hostile communities and involving awareness 
raising and empowerment within these communities. Normally focused at the grassroots level, 
this type of diplomacy often involves organizing meetings and conferences, generating media 
exposure, and political and legal advocacy for marginalized people and communities.51 
 
Transition—A period of change from one political regime or system to another, often describing 
the process of emerging from conflict to peace, when there is a priority effort to create conditions 
for political stability, security, justice, social equality, and economic recovery.52  
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'(/$))%"#!its resolutions 1261 (1999) of 25 August 1999, 1265 (1999) of 17 September 1999, 1296 (2000) 
of 19 April 2000 and 1314 (2000) of 11 August 2000, as well as relevant statements of its President, and 
1(/$))%"#&$)54!the statement of its President to the press on the occasion of the United Nations Day for 
Women’s Rights and International Peace (International Women’s Day) of 8 March 2000 (SC/6816),  

'(/$))%"#!$)54!the commitments of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action (A/52/231) as well as 
those contained in the outcome document of the twenty-third Special Session of the United Nations General 
Assembly entitled “Women 2000: Gender Equality, Development and Peace for the Twenty-First Century” 
(A/S-23/10/Rev.1), in particular those concerning women and armed conflict,  

H($1%"#&%"&?%"7!the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations and the primary 
responsibility of the Security Council under the Charter for the maintenance of international peace and 
security,  

!aB1(55%"#!concern that civilians, particularly women and children, account for the vast majority of those 
adversely affected by armed conflict, including as refugees and internally displaced persons, and 
increasingly are targeted by combatants and armed elements, and 1(/4#"%b%"#!the consequent impact this 
has on durable peace and reconciliation,  

'($JJ%1?%"#!the important role of women in the prevention and resolution of conflicts and in peace-
building, and 5+1(55%"#!the importance of their equal participation and full involvement in all efforts for the 
maintenance and promotion of peace and security, and the need to increase their role in decision-making 
with regard to conflict prevention and resolution,  

'($JJ%1?%"#&$)54!the need to implement fully international humanitarian and human rights law that protects 
the rights of women and girls during and after conflicts,  

!?BC$5%b%"#!the need for all parties to ensure that mine clearance and mine awareness programmes take 
into account the special needs of women and girls,  

'(/4#"%b%"#!the urgent need to mainstream a gender perspective into peacekeeping operations, and in this 
regard (&,+()!the Windhoek Declaration and the Namibia Plan of Action on Mainstreaming a Gender 
Perspective in Multidimensional Peace Support Operations (S/2000/693),  

'(/4#"%b%"#!*50&!the importance of the recommendation contained in the statement of its President to the 
press of 8 March 2000 for specialized training for all peacekeeping personnel on the protection, special 
needs and human rights of women and children in conflict situations,  

'(/4#"%b%"#!that an understanding of the impact of armed conflict on women and girls, effective 
institutional arrangements to guarantee their protection and full participation in the peace process can 
significantly contribute to the maintenance and promotion of international peace and security,  

-4+%"#!the need to consolidate data on the impact of armed conflict on women and girls,  

1. ,1#(5!Member States to ensure increased representation of women at all decision-making levels in 
national, regional and international institutions and mechanisms for the prevention, management, and 
resolution of conflict;  

2. !"/401$#(5!the Secretary-General to implement his strategic plan of action (A/49/587) calling for an 
increase in the participation of women at decision- making levels in conflict resolution and peace 
processes;  
3. ,1#(5!the Secretary-General to appoint more women as special representatives and envoys to pursue 
good offices on his behalf, and in this regard 6*550!&(!Member States to provide candidates to the 
Secretary-General, for inclusion in a regularly updated centralized roster;  
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4. W01+C(1&01#(5!the Secretary-General to seek to expand the role and contribution of women in United 
Nations field-based operations, and especially among military observers, civilian police, human rights and 
humanitarian personnel;  

5. !aB1(55(5!its willingness to incorporate a gender perspective into peacekeeping operations, and ;/)'0!
the Secretary-General to ensure that, where appropriate, field operations include a gender component;  

6. '(Z0(5+5!the Secretary-General to provide to Member States training guidelines and materials on the 
protection, rights and the particular needs of women, as well as on the importance of involving women in 
all peacekeeping and peace- building measures, +(=+,'0!Member States to incorporate these elements as 
well as HIV/AIDS awareness training into their national training programmes for military and civilian 
police personnel in preparation for deployment, and 1;/,-'/!/'R;'0,0!the Secretary-General to ensure that 
civilian personnel of peacekeeping operations receive similar training;  

7. ,1#(5!Member States to increase their voluntary financial, technical and logistical support for gender-
sensitive training efforts, including those undertaken by relevant funds and programmes, inter alia, the 
United Nations Fund for Women and United Nations Children’s Fund, and by the Office of the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and other relevant bodies;  

8. 3$))5!4"!all actors involved, when negotiating and implementing peace agreements, to adopt a gender 
perspective, including, inter alia:  

(a) The special needs of women and girls during repatriation and resettlement and for rehabilitation, 
reintegration and post-conflict reconstruction;  
(b) Measures that support local women’s peace initiatives and indigenous processes for conflict resolution, 
and that involve women in all of the implementation mechanisms of the peace agreements;  
(c) Measures that ensure the protection of and respect for human rights of women and girls, particularly as 
they relate to the constitution, the electoral system, the police and the judiciary;  

9. 3$))5&0B4"!all parties to armed conflict to respect fully international law applicable to the rights and 
protection of women and girls, especially as civilians, in particular the obligations applicable to them under 
the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the Additional Protocols thereto of 1977, the Refugee Convention of 
1951 and the Protocol thereto of 1967, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 
against Women of 1979 and the Optional Protocol thereto of 1999 and the United Nations Convention on 
the Rights of the Child of 1989 and the two Optional Protocols thereto of 25 May 2000, and to bear in mind 
the relevant provisions of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court;  

10. 3$))5&4"!all parties to armed conflict to take special measures to protect women and girls from gender-
based violence, particularly rape and other forms of sexual abuse, and all other forms of violence in 
situations of armed conflict;  

11. !?BC$5%b(5!the responsibility of all States to put an end to impunity and to prosecute those responsible 
for genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes including those relating to sexual and other violence 
against women and girls, and in this regard 0,/'00'0!the need to exclude these crimes, where feasible from 
amnesty provisions;  

12. 3$))5&0B4"!all parties to armed conflict to respect the civilian and humanitarian character of refugee 
camps and settlements, and to take into account the particular needs of women and girls, including in their 
design, and recalls its resolutions 1208 (1998) of 19 November 1998 and 1296 (2000) of 19 April 2000;  

13. !"/401$#(5!all those involved in the planning for disarmament, demobilization and reintegration to 
consider the different needs of female and male ex-combatants and to take into account the needs of their 
dependants;  

14. '($JJ%1?5!its readiness, whenever measures are adopted under Article 41 of the Charter of the United 
Nations, to give consideration to their potential impact on the civilian population, bearing in mind the 
special needs of women and girls, in order to consider appropriate humanitarian exemptions;  

15. !aB1(55(5!its willingness to ensure that Security Council missions take into account gender 
considerations and the rights of women, including through consultation with local and international 
women’s groups;  
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16. V"*%+(5!the Secretary-General to carry out a study on the impact of armed conflict on women and girls, 
the role of women in peace-building and the gender dimensions of peace processes and conflict resolution, 
and 1;/,-'/!+(=+,'0!him to submit a report to the Security Council on the results of this study and to make 
this available to all Member States of the United Nations;  

17. '(Z0(5+5!the Secretary-General, where appropriate, to include in his reporting to the Security Council 
progress on gender mainstreaming throughout peacekeeping missions and all other aspects relating to 
women and girls;  

18. G(/%7(5!to remain actively seized of the matter.  
!
!
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Burundi53 
Womenʼs participation in the Burundian peace process increased significantly when the 
organizers from the Mwalimu Nyere Foundation invited UNIFEM to brief the negotiating parties 
and facilitation team on how gender relates to peace accords. Experts from other countries who 
have made peace accords, such as Guatemala and South Africa, shared advice on how gender 
impacts land rights, governance, resettlement, refugee reintegration and other post-war 
programs. After being ignored for years, six women with observer status were allowed to take 
part in peace talks in Arusha thanks to pressure from international organisations. At the same 
time, the All-Party Burundi Womenʼs Peace Conference was arranged with representatives from 
all political parties to discuss gender issues in the peace agreement.  
 
More than 50 Burundian women developed a common vision for peace and presented it to the 
facilitator, former President Nelson Mandela. “Despite restrictions on Burundians leaving the 
country,” Elisabeth Rehn and Ellen Johnson Sirleaf reflect, “the delegates found ways to get 
there, because it would be one of the last chances for women to affect the peace accords, which 
all-male delegations had been hammering out for four years.”54 The conference allowed women 
to lobby for the inclusion of 30 provisions for women in the Arusha Accords, which included 
ending impunity for gender-based violence, equal access to land and inheritance, the right to 
education and the inclusion of a womenʼs charter in the constitution. Many of their 
recommendations, including punishment for sexual crimes against women, measures to increase 
womenʼs security, and equal education for girls and boys, were included in the final peace accord. 
The demand for a quota of 30 percent representation for women in the transitional and post-
transition institutions which was initially rejected by the negotiating parties in Arusha, was later 
included in the draft constitution adopted by referendum in 2005. It demonstrated that womenʼs 
participation in peace talks makes a significant difference. 
 
Colombia55 
Ruta Pacifica and National Womenʼs Network organized a Womenʼs March for Peace, drawing 
40,000 women and men. In 2003, they led the National Womenʼs March to Putamayo, under the 
slogan Women Do Peace. The march started their campaign for demilitarization of society, with 
7,000 women participating. 
 
Simultaneously,  Womenʼs Initiative for Peace worked with other groups to create the Womenʼs 
Emancipatory Constitution, a 3-year endeavor conducting consultations and consensus around a 
5-pillar agenda for peace. They initiated spaces for debate and public forums on humanitarian 
concerns and truth, justice issues from the conflict. They targeted legislation and policies related 
to disarmament and demobilization of paramilitaries, and succeeded in getting some sensitivity to 
the needs of women and victims of violence.  
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The Womenʼs Initiative for Peace and the National Womenʼs Network  lobbied the Colombian 
Congress for “inclusion of gender perspectives and the right to truth, justice, and reparation of 
women victims” into law, framing their advocacy as implementation of  1325. These efforts 
resulted in five articles being added to the Peace and Justice Law, with regard to sexual violence 
against women and children, the protection of victims and witnesses of sexual aggression, 
representation of victimsʼ organizations and the Colombian ombudsman on the National 
Commission for Reparations and Reconciliation, and the inclusion of two women on the 
Commission.  
 
Georgia and Abkhazia56 
Women have often played an important role in civil society-level Track II diplomacy. In the South 
Caucasus, for example, women have tried to influence the peace process by cooperating across 
conflict lines. In July 2003, International Alert brought together women civil society leaders from 
Georgia and Abkhazia with their political leaders involved in the official peace negotiations in a 
seminar on ʻOfficial Negotiations and Civic Diplomacy: Cooperation for Peaceʼ at Farnham Castle 
in the UK. This meeting was the culmination of a long process of internal and bilateral advocacy 
strategy development, and was the first such event where women civil society leaders from both 
sides presented joint recommendations on how civil society – particularly women – could 
effectively support the official negotiations process. Among the issues discussed at the meeting 
were interaction between civic diplomacy and the process of official negotiations; the situation in 
the Gali region; and possible security guarantees for non-resumption of military actions. While the 
meeting was constructive and the exchange of opinions was open and sincere, momentum 
gained at this meeting was lost due to the radical political changes in Georgia in the context of the 
Rose Revolution later the same year. 
 
Indonesia57 
In 2000, over 500 women from diverse backgrounds joined in the All Acehnese Womenʼs 
Congress, the first public meeting calling for peaceful resolution of the conflict. They demanded 
immediate negotiations and issued 22 recommendations regarding peacemaking priorities, to all 
parties including the Indonesian President. They lobbied international mediators who were 
facilitating a “humanitarian pause” in the conflict. But they were excluded from the talks 2000-
2003 and in 2004. The 2004 tsunami helped precipitate the peace agreement between Aceh 
rebels and govt. Yet women were excluded from the political arrangements made in the 
negotiations, and Sharia law was imposed on Aceh in the post-conflict period. 
 
Liberia58 
Women from the Mano River Womenʼs Peace Network were invited by the international 
community to participate in the formal process, but it was the efforts of the Womenʼs Mass Action 
for Peace Network stationed outside the conference premises that made peace and history.  
WMAPN mobilized women across churches and mosques, dressed in white, sat in protest at 
Monroviʼs fish market, demanding a stop to the war.  They succeeded in bringing thousands of 
women together under the demand of “peace and no more war” in Monrovia and in Accra outside 
the peace talks. After 6 weeks of peace talks, they held a mass sit-in that barricaded delegates in 
the meeting rooms, which prompted the mediators to set deadlines and secure agreements. 
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Sri Lanka59 
In Sri Lanka, a group of 7 women associated with the Organization of Parents of Servicemen 
Missing in Action were involved in Track II negotiations that led to a ceasefire in 2001, but 
womenʼs groups were not included in the final formal talks. Using 1325, CSOs lobbied the 
government and the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) to ensure the effective inclusion of 
gender issues in the peace process. The two sides agreed to form a sub-committee on Gender 
Issues (SGI) comprising 5 female members of the LTTE and 5 women selected by the state 
including a doctor, academics and womenʼs rights activists from NGOs. The SGIʼs 
recommendations included: 

8 Work towards ensuring effective provisions to enable equal represenation of women in 
politics 

8 Examine the educational structure including changing the gender biases in school text 
books 

8 Take up with the relevant police and defense authorities the issues of VAW and 
allegations of sexual harassment at military and police checkpoints, even during peace 
process.   

The SGI also decided to formulate gender guidelines for other Sub-Committees such as the Sub-
Committee on Immediate Humanitarian and Relief Needs, and to address relief issues for women 
traumatized by war.  
 
As time passed, the Presidential Task Force for Northern Development—established in 2009 with 
19 members and mandated to resettle and rehabilitate IDPs and support social and economic 
development in the war-affected areas—had no female members and the womenʼs ministry was 
not represented, despite many of the 280,000 displaced being widows and female heads of 
households. The Ministry of Human Rights made no reference to UNSCR 1325 issues either. 
Finally, in May 2010 the President appointed a Lessons Learnt and Reconciliation Commission 
(LLRC) comprising 8 members, including 1 woman, to inquire into events dating from the 
ceasefire of 2002 to the end of the war in 2009. The LLRC mandate makes no specific reference 
to gender perspectives or attention to the experiences of women and men. In 2010, a cross-
section of womenʼs organizations drafted a manifesto outlining the gender issues in key sectors 
and called on the state to ensure gender-sensitivity in its peacebullding. 
 
Timor Leste60 
In Timor Leste, womenʼs civil society and international actors partnered to advocate for a strong 
gender equality component to be included in the decentralization process. They were successful 
and the 2009 community leadership law mandated that three out of seven village leaders must be 
women and the 2010 ministerial directive on local development mandated that women should 
have 50% representation in each sub-district Assembly. The next step will be ensuring that this 
numeric representation is achieved and leads to substantive representation of womenʼs needs 
and priorities in the local planning and financing processes.  
!
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Afghanistan61 
The Afghan Womenʼs Bill of Rights was drafted, signed, and presented to President Karzai by 
women leaders from every region of Afghanistan, who participated in the third annual conference 
of Women for Afghan Women. The conference brought together a range of 45 diverse individuals; 
women community leaders in the movement for womenʼs and human rights in Afghanistan, many 
grassroots womenʼs rights activists, and women from rural provinces all around the country. The 
2-page document was created entirely by the participants, with each of the 16 Rights debated and 
the wording unanimously agreed upon before inclusion into the document. The document was 
presented to the Minister of Womenʼs Affairs, Habiba Sarabi, the Constitutional Commission of 
the Transitional Islamic State of Afghanistan, and President Karzai. In addition, the conference 
participants distributed the Bill of Rights throughout the country to educate communities about 
womenʼs and human rights and advocate for the inclusion of their demands into the constitution.  
The full text is below:  
Kandahar, 2003  
On September 5, 2003, in the historic city of Kandahar, we, the Afghan Muslim participants in the 
conference, “Women and the Constitution: Kandahar 2003”, from Kabul, Mazar-e-Sharif, 
Kandahar, Herat, Wardak, Jousjan, Badakhshan, Samangan, Farah, Logar, Gardez, Kapisa, 
Uruzgan, Paktia, Helmand, Baghlan, Sar-e-Pul, having considered the issues of the constitution 
that affect the futures of ourselves, our children, and our society, make the following demands on 
behalf of the women of Afghanistan. Moreover, as representatives of all of Afghan women, we 
demand that these rights are not only secured in the constitution but implemented.  

1. Mandatory education for women through secondary school and opportunities for all 
women for higher education.  

2. Provision of up-to-date health services for women with special attention to reproductive 
rights.  

3. Protection and security for women: the prevention and criminalization of sexual 
harassment against women publicly and in the home, of sexual abuse of women and 
children, 
of domestic violence, and of “bad blood-price” (the use of women as compensation for 
crimes by one family 
against another).  

4. Reduction of the time before women can remarry after their husbands have disappeared, 
and mandatory government support of women during that time.  

5. Freedom of speech.  
6. Freedom to vote and run for election to office.  
7. Rights to marry and divorce according to Islam.  
8. Equal pay for equal work.  
9. Right to financial independence and ownership of property.  
10. Right to participate fully and to the highest levels in the economic and commercial life of 

the country.  
11. Mandatory provision of economic opportunities for women.  
12. Equal representation of women in the Loya Jirga and Parliament.  
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13. Full inclusion of women in the judiciary system.  
14. Minimum marriageable age set at 18 years.  
15. Guarantee of all constitutional rights to widows, disabled women, and orphans.  
16. Full rights of inheritance.  

Additional demands affecting the lives of women:  
1. Disarmament and national security.  
2. Trials of war criminals in international criminal courts and the disempowerment of 

warlords. 
3. A strong central government 
4. A commitment to end government corruption.  
O? Decisive action against foreign invasion and protection of the sovereignty of Afghanistan!!

 
Egypt62 
During an event led by 500 non-governmental organizations in Cairo, a Charter was released 
listing the social and political demands of Egyptian women towards building a democratic Egypt. 
Endorsed by over half a million Egyptian men and women, the Charter calls for womenʼs political 
and social representation, access to justice, a strong national womenʼs machinery, a review and 
redress of discriminatory legislation, commitments to international human rights conventions as 
well as the establishment of social and economic rights. The Charter was announced on 4th June 
in Cairo at the event “Egyptian Women: Partners in the Revolution and in Building Democratic 
Egypt”, organized by the Alliance for Arab Women (AAW), Association of International Civil 
Servants (AFICS) and a coalition of Egyptian NGOs. Its text follows:  

EGYPTIAN WOMEN: PARTNERS IN THE REVOLUTION AND IN BUILDING DEMOCRATIC 
EGYPT 
Egyptian women constitute half of Egypt. 
They have been active in January 25th revolution and side by side with men they demonstrated in 
main squares of Egypt, they spent the nights on streets to make sure that the revolution will not 
be hijacked or stopped, they nursed the wounded, lamented the dead, chanted and danced when 
they became victorious and also cleaned the aftermath when they withheld the demonstrations. 
They are still active in translating the slogans of the revolution: freedom, dignity and social justice 
to a reality in every Egyptianʼs life. They are still participating in all Fridays demonstrations in 
public squares confirming that democracy that they and men promised Egypt to achieve will be 
fulfilled soon. They want to see the themes of the revolution Freedom, Dignity and Social Justice 
opening new opportunities for them to obtain equality and justice. 
Egyptian women have agreed that the following are their demands which they will work 
hard to achieve but also demand others to join them in fulfilling them 

~ 
First: With regard to Representation of Women 
• Women should be represented in the committees that deal with drafting the constitution. Such 

representation should take into consideration their size in the population and their present 
and future role in building the society. 

• Women should also be sitting in all legislative committees and in all dialogue forums that 
discuss national issues. 

• Women should occupy 50 percent of the cabinet and should be in decision making positions 
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in political parties electoral lists. 
• The new constitution should spell out clearly full equality between man and women in all 

spheres of life and the elimination of all sorts of discrimination against them. 
• The constitution should also state that the percentage of women should not be less than 40 

percent in the parliament. 
• Selection for leadership posts and all positions should be based on qualifications and 

objective professional requirements and not on basis of gender. 

Second: With regard to International Conventions 
• The Egyptian government should hold its commitment to all international human rights 

conventions including the convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination against 
women. 

• Egyptian representation in International human rights committees should include women from 
government and non-government organizations 

Third: With regard to social and economic rights. 
• Egyptian women particularly the poverty groups should have access to basic services to 

enable them to combine their roles at home and in society. 
• It is a shame that 40 percent of Egyptian women are still illiterate in the age of information 

and technology. 
• Without the use of technology the 25th revolution would not have succeeded. 
• Only 16% of Egyptian full time workers are female. In the current times of insecurity a 

preference can be observed to first support men as the “traditional breadwinners” in getting 
out of unemployment. Therefore now even greater efforts are needed to support women 
claiming their 

• economic rights. Women should have equal opportunities in accessing the labor market, 
credit, capital and skills training. At the work place women should face decent working 
conditions, prospects for advancement as well as security with regard to sexual harassment. 

Fourth: With regard to legislation 
• All discriminatory legislation against women should be reviewed and redressed on basis of 

equality and justice. The Family Law in particular needs to be reformed to reflect human 
dignity and justice for all members of the family and protect the children 

Fifth: Women and judiciary posts 
• Women graduates of law schools should have equal opportunity to acquire judiciary posts 

and climb the ladder up to being judges and in all branches and ranks of the system. 

Sixth: Women Machinery 
• Egyptian women demand an executive ministry for women's affairs that can coordinate with 

all other ministries and ensure equal opportunities to all citizens. 

Seventh: Media 
• A national policy should be formulated to reflect a positive image of women and to help create 

a culture with no discrimination against women. 
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Egypt63 
In 2011 in post-revolution Egypt, UN Women partnered with the government to create mobile 
registration units to improve vulnerable rural womenʼs access to national ID card registration. 
Research prior to the initiative showed that up to 80 per cent of rural women in Upper Egypt were 
without ID cards, without which they could not access any other type of social, health or financial 
service, including an old age pension. In the past women had been reluctant to go to male-
dominated police stations to register for ID cards. The mobile registration units made the process 
safer and less intimidating for women. In addition, more than 200 women registration officers from 
local communities were trained and deployed to visit vulnerable women in their homes and assist 
with the registration forms and explain the benefits of having an ID card. By mid-2012 more than 
50,000 women had already been registered with the help of these frontline workers.  
 
Libya 
In early January 2012, the National Transitional Council (NTC) of Libya issued a draft electoral 
law guaranteeing only a 10 percent quota for women in the key legislative body charged with 
writing a new Libyan constitution. The Libyan Womenʼs Platform for Peace, along with a coalition 
of Libyan civil society groups, called on all Libyans to reject this draft law and criticized four key 
areas: 1) the lack of adequate provisions for womenʼs political participation, 2) possible 
interpretations that would exclude dual citizens from public life, 3) the risk of incentivizing political 
party formation along tribal lines, and 4) inadequate mechanisms to fight corruption in the 
electoral process.  The LWPP quickly mobilized protests in four cities (Tripoli, Derna, Benghazi, 
Sabha) between Jan. 4 and 7. The LWPP assembled a team of legal experts and by January 20 
produced an alternative electoral law, submitted quickly to the NTC. Within a week of receiving 
the LWPPʼs alternative draft law, the NTC entered into negotiations with LWPPʼs team of legal 
experts and reviewed the alternate law. The original quota the NTC proposed was rejected, and 
LWPPʼs zipper list system was adopted in February for the national elections in July, alternating 
menʼs and womenʼs names horizontally and vertically on the political partiesʼ lists for their 80 
seats of 200 in the General National Congress (GNC). This guaranteed women up to 40 seats 
total. Six months later in the first national elections, women won 17.5% of the seats in the GNC. A 
total of 624 women candidates participated—540 on party lists—and 33 won seats in the new 
assembly. Two of the 33 women elected to the GNC were among LWPPʼs founding members. 
Ultimately, LWPP trained 15 women and men in 2012 who ran for office, and 7 were elected.  
 
Rwanda64 
There are several examples where female politicians have been able to affect positive change. In 
Rwanda, for example, the Forum of Rwandan Women Parliamentarians initiated and led the 
development of the Gender-Based Violence Bill of 2006, which was the only substantive piece of 
legislation introduced since the 2003 elections by members of parliament, rather than by the 
executive. In the case of Rwandaʼs Gender-Based Violence Bill, female MPs were able to 
strategically engage male colleagues, for example by inviting them to join public consultations or 
to co-sponsor the bill, and thus demonstrated that gender-based violence is not solely a womenʼs 
issue.  Rwandan female parliamentarians have also conducted wide-ranging consultations with 
women and men at the grass-roots in the development of the Gender-Based Violence Bill, as well 
as to discuss district development plans. 
 
Senegal65 
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An example of how to prevent and respond to electoral violence was implemented in 2012 when 
a ʻWomenʼs Situation Room for Peaceful Electionsʼ was established in Senegal. The ʻSituation 
Roomʼ aimed to prevent election-related abuses during the first and second rounds of the 
presidential elections. The women leaders referred cases of violations to relevant authorities for 
action and also trained and deployed 50 women leaders from Senegal and neighboring countries 
to act as observers at polling stations, ensure the active participation of women, and monitor the 
security situation. The ʻWomenʼs Situation Roomʼ was spear- headed by Femmes Africa 
Solidarite ́ in partnership with the Angie Brooks International Centre of Liberia and with financial 
and technical support from UN Women and UNDP.  
 
Sierra Leone66 
To ensure that women have access to political spaces and that their participation in public life 
results in policy change, Sierra Leonean organisations have developed innovative strategies. For 
example, the 50/50 Group (founded in 2000) works to promote greater participation of women in 
politics and has grown from a handful of women meeting in borrowed space in Freetown to a 
nationally recognised organisation actively engaged in building a Sierra Leone in which women 
can share equally with men in the political decisions that affect their lives. Its efforts in advance of 
the countryʼs 2002 elections contributed to a dramatic increase in opportunities for women to run 
as candidates and play more meaningful roles in their political parties. The groupʼs activities 
include training and mentoring for prospective female candidates in public speaking, advocacy 
and campaigning, training female members of local ward committees in social accountability, and 
lobbying. The group also works to hold political parties accountable for 30 percent allocation of 
places on party lists to women candidates, to negotiate safe seats for women and to lobby 
traditional authorities to support womenʼs candidature. The group also played a key role in 
mobilising women in the August 2007 national elections. 
 
Another good example is the work of Enhancing Interaction and Interface between Civil Society 
and the State to Improve Poor Peopleʼs Lives (ENCISS), which has supported womenʼs CSOs in 
Sierra Leone in putting together a “womenʼs manifesto” to encourage political parties to take up 
womenʼs issues and include women in their electoral lists. As a result of widespread female 
mobilisation by womenʼs networks that had been sustained for several years, the government 
fast-tracked three pieces of legislation right before the 2007 elections, collectively known in Sierra 
Leone as the “gender bills”.  
 
The three laws that were adopted were as follows: 
• The law on domestic violence gives family support units in the police the necessary tools to 
either mediate disputes or to support women who decide to take criminal or civil action when their 
rights are violated. The law also requires that the government provide temporary safe houses to 
victims of domestic violence. 
• The law on the registration of customary marriages requires the registering of customary 
marriages and divorces and sets the minimum age for marriage at 18. The law provides women 
with legal rights in customary marriage, making this a great step forward for rural women in 
particular, who are less likely to be able to get married or divorced within the formal system. 
• The law on inheritance rights ensures that women have access to the property they are rightfully 
entitled to when their husband dies, without interference from extended family members. 
 
Since the elections in 2007, ENCISS have set up a “Womenʼs Election Watch” programme to 
monitor whether the recommendations of the manifesto are implemented by the new government. 
The organisation has continued this work by setting up the “Honoring Womenʼs Initiatives” 
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programme in early 2008, which serves as a platform for womenʼs electoral campaigns for the 
forthcoming local elections. 
 
South Africa67 
The need for a Womenʼs Charter was made evident during the 1992 transition to democracy 
when it became clear that political partiesʼ delegations to the constitutional negotiating table 
would all be male. This provided the impetus needed to bring together the non-partisan Womenʼs 
National Coalition that drafted the Charter. The coalition was not without its tensions and 
challenges; the drafting of the Charter took place against the backdrop of an extremely 
tumultuous period in South Africa. The Coalition had to deal with internal tensions and 
challenges, but was able to succeed by stressing inclusiveness and adding to the Charter the 
possibility of individual organizations retaining the right to reserve themselves from particular 
clauses, such as on reproductive rights.  
 
Regarding the process, preliminary research was done to identify a wide set of relevant thematic 
areas. A National Strategy Workshop was then held in June 1993, to which each region sent two 
delegates. At the workshop, five key themes were identified as the core around which to build a 
draft: womenʼs legal status; womenʼs access to land, resources and water; violence against 
women; health; and work. The draft was subsequently taken to all the regions, and comments 
were collected and taken back  to the central office for review. The draft was fine-tuned at a 
Steering Committee meeting and sent to the General Congress. After debate and more inputs the 
document was presented again to Congress and debated once more. The eight page Charter 
emerged from this and was adopted with the following Articles:  
1. Equality 
2. Law and the Administration of Justice Economy 
3. Education and Training 
4. Development, Infrastructure and Environment Social Services 
5. Political and Civic Life 
6. Family Life and Partnerships 
7. Custom, Culture and Religion 
8. Violence against Women 
9. Health 
10. Media  
 
South Africa68 
Mobilizing women within party structures to demand more transparent party rules for candidate 
selection, policy-making and accountability can be a difficult yet effective method to increase 
womenʼs participation. For example, the African National Congress (ANC) in South Africa 
responded to womenʼs mobilization and demands for equality by adopting an internal party quota 
during the transition in the early 1990s. Although the ANC did not adopt a quota in its executive 
body, the quota for candidates led to a large proportion of women in the first parliament (25 per 
cent) because the ANC (which put forward more women candidates than all other parties) 
dominated the elections and won 63 per cent of the popular vote.  
 
Tajikistan69 
Supported by UN Women, rural women in Tajikistan came together in 2011 to establish Womenʼs 
Watch Groups, which monitor the situation of the most vulnerable households in local 
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communities and identify ways to improve access to civic registration documents and social 
protection services. The WWGs liaise with local authorities through district level joint action 
committees through which they provide feedback on service delivery and suggestions for 
improvements.  
 
The Womenʼs Watch Groups are increasingly being recognized in several districts as important 
platforms for womenʼs leadership, and have a concrete impact on communities and a wider 
impact through replication. In particular in some border districts, which are vulnerable to tensions 
and conflict, the WWGs have begun to monitor the situation of marginalized stateless women who 
have been unable to access registration services and process citizenship claims.  
 
By working with the local governments who provide services, the Womenʼs Watch Groups today 
are playing a critical role in helping service providers understand the needs of rural populations 
and how the design of social protection services should be reformed to better meet these needs.  
A strong and autonomous womenʼs civil society movement is the critical factor in ensuring that 
governance reforms take into account womenʼs needs and priorities. In particular this is true when 
it comes to creating and upholding gender responsive legislation and constitutional provisions on 
issues of family law.  
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1) Access, Presence, and Influence70 

Review with the participants the three types of engagement: access, presence, and 
influence: 
 

I) ‘Access’ involves opening arenas to women (or other socially excluded groups) for 
dialogue and information sharing with officials, and can vary in form from 
one-off consultative exercises (PRSPs; reconstruction programmes, etc.), on-
going participatory efforts to monitor government services, citizens’ juries, 
even surveys. If access opportunities endow participants with real rights to 
information about official actions, power to pursue grievances, or issue 
dissenting accounts to public authorities, then a more decisive and 
accountable form of participation is possible. 
 

II) Presence involves institutionalising women’s participation in decision- 
making (for instance, through quotas). Here the focus is on a numeric 
presence of women. Of great importance is the relationship between women 
in official positions and their constituencies, whether they are members and 
clients of a civil society association, voters supporting a politician, or the 
clients of a public service provider. 

 
III) Influence brings women’s engagement with civil society, politics and the 

state to the point where access and presence is translated into a tangible 
impact on policy-making, the ways laws work, and the delivery of services.
 This can happen when accountability mechanisms incorporate gender 
equality concerns and preferences, by, for instance, engaging women in 
financial audits at local levels, or incorporating gender-sensitive client 
satisfaction measures into performance indicators for bureaucrats. This last 
stage is the point at which improved accountability to women may be 
achieved. Improved understanding of the types of laws and special measures 
states can use to address inequality and discrimination; 

 
 
! The Trainer should get participants to discuss the degree to access, presence and 
influence women have in their community and what are the impediments to these? 
 
! Ask what are the needs in order to empower women to in order maximize women‘s 
political participation  (economic-social–political)? 
 
! The discussion should conclude with a focus on the mechanisms in place at local 
and national levels which can support increased participation of women in decision-
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making: 

o Opportunities with political parties;  
o Opportunities with parliament;  
o Opportunities in linking Gender Focal Points;  
o National Women’s Machinery?  
o Local Government structures 
 
 
2) Targeting Women’s Inclusion in Peace Processes71 

! Open up discussion of gender-sensitive indicators that reflect opportunities for 
women in peace processes: 

• Number and proportion of women present at peace negotiations as official 
negotiators.  
• Number and proportion of women present at peace negotiations as observers.  
• Number and proportion of women present at peace negotiations as representatives of 
the warring parties.  
• Provisions in peace agreement or draft constitution that promote women’s equal 
participation in post- conflict political institutions.  
• Proportion of staff on international missions that have been trained in gender-
sensitivity and gender analysis.  
• Resources provided for women’s organizations and CSOs engaged in Track II 
diplomacy.  
 
! Analyze the barriers and risks 

Gender-based violence, norms that legitimize unequal power relations, and forms of 
structural discrimination can also contribute to low levels of engagement or 
participation by women in formal and informal political spheres.  

Negative attitudes towards women’s political participation are often deeply entrenched 
in culture and tradition. Barriers to political participation are often considerably higher 
for women in rural areas, from poor urban backgrounds or from excluded ethnic 
groups.  

These barriers are compounded by insufficient political party and media support for 
female candidates, lack of sufficient funds to conduct campaigns, electoral systems that 
are not conducive to women’s political participation and a lack of expertise and capacity 
among women’s organizations and female politicians. 
 
! Set specific targets together for each indicator!  
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3) Ways to Increase Women’s Voting and Representation72 

!  Start with discussion questions: 
• How we can we promote women’s political participation and enhance their role in 

peace process? 
• Record each party’s obligations to enhance women’s political participation  

(government, civil society, media, women’s merchandisers and political parties) 

!  Apply it to the participants’ context: 
• Does your government (also civil society – media – women’s merchandisers and 

political parties) implement these principles?  
• What are the challenges and opportunities from your point of view? 
• What do you think should be included as  more principles?  

 
!  Examine case studies and discuss applicability to national context: 

Voting: 
• Women should be recruited as election administrators and all electoral bodies should 
adopt non- discriminatory policies. 
• Election day should be made a holiday or polling stations should remain open for 
extended hours and be close to or in central locations. 
• Ballots should include photos or party symbols to help illiterate voters. 
• Voter and civic education schemes should use female trainers and offer sex-segregated 
trainings in local languages. 
• Separate lines or polling booths should be available for women, depending on local 
cultural norms. 
 
Electoral representaion: 
Different electoral systems have the potential to produce very different results for 
women. According to most studies, proportional representation systems are more 
“women-friendly”, compared to majoritarian systems, because multi-member districts 
provide more opportunities for women to be elected. In proportional representation 
systems, closed lists (where voters choose based on party affiliation only) are more 
conducive to the election of women candidates than open lists, provided that parties 
place women high enough up on the party lists or alternate them with men in a zebra 
style (where every other “stripe” is a woman). 
 
The adoption of quotas for women parliamentarians has been ‘one of the most decisive, 
but controversial, ways to ensure that women are represented among elected officials’. 
Quotas are an important mechanism that can give women the opportunity to enter 
political decision-making, but it will only work if they are considered as temporary 
measures rather than long-term solutions to women’s marginalisation and are linked to 
substantive capacity-building support for female candidates. To have impact, quota 
policies must be specific and stipulate details of implementation, with political parties 
facing sanctions for non-compliance. Rwanda instituted a “triple ballot” system in 2001 
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that required citizens to each cast one general vote, one for a youth and one mandatory 
vote for a female candidate. This resulted in 27 percent of seats for women in local 
councils and made the election of women more socially acceptable. The constitution of 
the the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), on the other hand, provides for 50 percent 
representation of women, but as the provision has not been integrated into electoral 
laws, women’s representation remains considerably lower. 
 
 
4) Handling Challenges as Facilitators73 

There may be conflicts within the group, or more commonly the group may be restless 
or loose focus and need to be brought back on track. You need to be inspiring, and you 
need to handle both domineering participants and to bring forth the quieter individuals. 
If the group is silent, you as the facilitator need to understand why this is so and to 
break the silence. Maybe the subject feels irrelevant or unclear for the participants? On 
top of this there are the common interruptions of disrespect of time frames or mobile 
phones ringing et cetera.  
 
The following are typical challenges to facilitation:  
*managing conflict  
*managing emotional outburst  
*addressing big talkers 
*managing silence  
*managing people who have their own agenda 
 
!  Have this be recognized and explored by role-play: 

Divide participants into groups and ask them to construct a short role-play on one of the 
challenges described above, to perform to their co-participants. Have the groups act out 
the chosen challenges/constructed situations, and give the other participants the 
opportunity to comment on what the facilitator could have done differently. 
 
The model facilitator 
... must show that she likes everyone in the group to make them feel safe  
... must be the leader and manage the program etc  
... must also be a referee – keeping time  
... must motivate and challenge the participants - while setting boundaries  
... must also keep the group safe and function as a unit 
... must also function as a cheerleader and a prophet to encourage people in the present 
and to make them want to go the extra mile for goals that are in the future 
 
!  One way of handling this is to form a social contract in the start of the training: 

Split participants split in groups of four to discuss the following questions:  
1. What I expect to gain from the workshop  
2. How I hope to feel by the end of this training  
3. What fears I have  
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4. What I need to do to ensure that we all benefit from this workshop  

After the discussions, have the groups report back to the plenary. List the issues that are 
brought up. Ask the participants to recognize and state their responsibilities. Request 
that each participant regard herself as a co-facilitator and stress the need to have the 
workshop as a safe space for communication.  

 
5) Using 1325 as a Tool74 

Divide participants into pairs of two (preferably consisting of participants from the same 
organization) and ask them to choose and reflect on just three paragraphs of Resolution 
1325 that their organizations can work with, and give a short presentation of the reasons 
for their choice. 
 
Then give the organizations the task to create an outline for how – in a first step – the 
Resolution 1325 could be implemented into the work of their organizations, and present 
this to the group. 
 
 
6) Women in Peace Negotiations – A Role Play75  

Allow at least 1 hour and ten minutes 
 
• The Trainer is to present the “Background” and then explain the proposed Role Play 
exercise; 
o A group of representatives (comprised only of men) of different political parties have 
gathered together to prepare a strategy for an upcoming peace negotiation. 
o This process started two years ago when political party leaders overcame rivalries 
and established a negotiation group from representatives from each of their parties. 
Together, the negotiation group worked out a plan and key points for upcoming peace 
negotiations. 
 
• Then Trainer should divide the large group into three small groups - one 
representing the “Peace Negotiation Team” comprised of only “men”; one representing 
a group of “gender equality advocates”, comprised largely of “women”; and the third 
are to be the “International Observers” who will observe the internal discussions and 
strategizing on the part of the first two groups, and will also observe the overall debate 
between the two groups. The “International Observers” will present their findings and 
observations at the end of the Exercise. 
 
• The Trainer should then explain the objective of the exercise. The objective of this 
exercise is to put advocates from civil society into situations where he/she will have to: 
a) convince the Peace Negotiation Team to advocate for a core gender equality issue 
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relevant to conflict/post- conflict context;  
b) for the inclusion of gender equality advocates within the Peace Negotiation Team and 
c) agree to the agenda (what issues to be discussed ) of the formal negotiations; 
 
• Give secret notes (below) to each group and allow them 20 minutes to prepare 
for their upcoming meeting. 
 
• Before beginning the internal group work, the participants are to decide if 
negotiations are “high level” or “middle level” negotiations and adjust their 
strategies/approaches accordingly. 
 
• After the Role Play, have a discussion in plenary about the “Constraints” to 
women’s political participation. Discussion points to guide this discussion: 
o Ask participants to list the types of constraints to women’s participation. Come to the 
constraints listed below through group discussion. 
o Male negotiators may exclude women intentionally. In other cases, women do not 
participate in formal peace talks for unintentional reasons. In the Somali peace talks of 
2003 for example, women’s groups simply did not have enough money to send 
representatives to the peace talks that continued over many months. The list below 
details both the intentional and unintentional exclusion of women from peace talks. 
 
• Political Constraints:  
o Participants at peace talks may be composed only of the “warring parties” and 
women may be excluded from fighting or deliberately choose not to participate in the 
fighting.  
o In peace talks that do include civil society actors in addition to the warring parties, 
participants may be representatives of different civil society organizations. If women are 
not organized into women’s groups, they may be excluded because they are not chosen 
as representatives from civil society. Additionally, those members of civil society that 
are closely aligned with political parties may be selected to participate. 
o Women may not be organized into groups that can send representatives to the peace 
talks. 
 
• Cultural Constraints:  
o Women may be confined to the home and prohibited from using or developing 
leadership capacity during times of war or peace. Women’s exclusion from peace talks 
may reflect on social norms that restrict women from all forms of political process.  
o Men may actively exclude women from peace talks because women are often 
stereotyped as “too emotional” and not able to think rationally.  
o Women’s involvement in politics is sometimes seen as a direct threat to culture and 
tradition.  
o Women’s involvement is thought to make women more vulnerable by exposing them 
to potentially dangerous situations.  
o While new roles may be accepted during crises, after the fighting is over and official 
peace processes begin, women may be encouraged to return to their traditional roles.  
o Women may be threatened because of their involvement in politics.  
o Women may lack the political experience to know how to become involved in official 
peace processes. 
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• Economic Constraints:  
o Women often lack the economic resources to mobilize themselves to participate 
in peace processes.  
o Women’s groups may not have the funding to send representatives to take 
part in the formal peace talks. 
 
• Questions to ask participants during “Constraints” Discussion:  
o What are the challenges to increasing women’s voice at the peace table and in times of 
reconstruction?  
o What specific stereotypes or traditions in your country limit society’s understanding 
of the impact conflict has had on women and young girls in your country (emotional, 
physical, economic, social)?  
o What strategies have you or your organization used to advance women’s 
participation in decision-making; and to advance greater understanding of the impact of 
conflict and peace on women? 
o What experiences from other countries do you think would be relevant to this 
national context? 
o What entry points are there – through media, schools, youth, religious institutions, 
local governance and national government – for civil society to impact the peace and 
reconstruction processes in your country? 
 
Time breakdown of Exercise #2 – Role Play: 
o 10 Minutes for Trainer to explain the process of Role Play;  
o 20 Minutes should be allocated for preparation of each group in the Role Play;  
o 20 Minutes should be allocated for the negotiation process.  
Note to Trainer – it is important to limit this time strictly as will be easy to go over as 
discussion will get very lively and interesting. Important that participants realize they 
have very limited time; 
o 5 Minutes to be allocate to the “International Observers” so that they can present their 
findings and observations to the plenary; 
o 15 Minutes for a Plenary discussion afterwards about the “Constraints” gender 
equality advocates face in such situations. 
 
Handout #1- “Secret notes for the “Gender Equality Advocates” group. 
Your task is to persuade the “peace negotiation team” to advocate for some core gender 
equality/ women’s human rights issues within the peace negotiation process – these 
issues must be relevant to conflict/post-conflict context; and to negotiate for the 
inclusion of two gender equality advocates within the Peace Negotiation Team. Taking 
into account the level of the peace negotiation team, your task is to establish and 
maintain a positive relationship with Team during the upcoming meeting. Regardless of 
what they say, this positive relationship must be maintained to ensure continued access 
to the Team and to get a commitment from the Team that they will allow two women on 
the Team. 
 
Handout #2 - Secret notes for the “Peace Negotiation Team” 
It is a crisis situation and a resolution to the tensions needs to be reached as soon as 
possible. It took a while for the Team to come together, to analyze the situation, to 
prepare a strategy and come up with ideas which you believe is the best at this moment 
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to resolve/prevent the conflict. The upcoming negotiations are important for your 
country since it is the first time that a consensus has been reached in country between 
different political parties over a common interest. 
 
However , the priorities you are negotiation for do not address some key concerns 
among gender equality advocates, and further, there is no female representation in the 
Peace Negotiation Team, despite the active women’s movement in your country. 
Additionally, the power struggle between parties represented in the Team make for a 
delicate situation which must constantly be monitored. 
 
During the discussion with the “women” your task is to “attack” the group for 
hindering you in finishing the mission of negotiations. 
 
Handout #3 – Secret Notes for International Observers 
You are independent and impartial international observers sent in by Organisation X to 
monitor civil society’s engagement in the Peace Negotiation process. You are tasked 
with observing the internal discussions of the “Peace Negotiation Team” and the 
“Gender Equality Advocates” group. In your observations, you should note the 
strategies each group discusses internally, and how/if they successfully apply these 
strategies in the actual negotiation. You should be noting both sides’ capacity to identify 
core issues and strategic actions to take to fulfill their tasks and their ability to come 
together as a unified team. During the actual negotiations, you should take note to see 
how the internal discussions are integrated into the actual negotiations; what each party 
does correct/ incorrectly when advocating/negotiating; and what each could have done 
better to achieve their stated goals, etc. 
 
The International Observer group is allowed to see the “secret” notes of the other two 
groups.!
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